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A73STRACT 
The influence of ordering on the structure of 
vanadium carbon alloys has been studied using electron 
microscopy and electron diffraction. Within the nominally 
cubic (rocksalt) phase field of the vanadium carbon system 
non-stoichiometry occurs by the formation-. of-carbon vacancies, 
and these have been shown to be always distributed in a 
non-random manner at low temperatures (below 1300°C). The 
cubic phase field has been shown to contain two ordered 
compounds both of which exist over a range of stoichiometry, 
and in addition a region exhibiting a form of short range 
order. The order-disorder temperature has been determined 
from metallographic changes occurring in quenched samples 
annealed at successively higher temperatures, and a revised 
equilibrium diagram proposed for this compositional region.. 
In order to produce the high purity single crystals 
of different composition required for this structural study, 
a floating zone melting apparatus has beer, designed and 
built to operate with r. f. heating under a positive pressure 
of ambient-inert Gas to reduce volatalisation losses. 
Crystal growth experiments using this apparatus are 
described. 
The ordered compound V6C5 has been found to'exist 
over a wide range of stoichiometry from VC to VC . 0075 Oouu 
Two, forms of ordered structure having monoclinic and trigonal 
symmetry are obtained, and duplex structures consisting of 
small. highly faulted regions of both structures are obtained- 
Possible mechanisms and reasons for the formation of this 
type of structure are discussed. The alloys contain a high 
density of planar faults and niese are analysed end discussed! ' 
r 
in terms of possible fault vectors for the proposed 
structures, A long period superlattice is formed at high 
temperatures at compositions near to VC0 84 whose form- 
ation is explained in terms of a crystalUn, graphic shear 
structure. 
At higher carbon contents the cubic V8C7 compound 
exists from VC 0.87 
to VC 0.90 and is characterised by a 
foam structure of anti-phase domain boundaries which have- 
been analysed in terms of possible fault vectors. Both the 
cubic V8C7 and non-cubic V6C. forms of ordered carbon atom 
arrangements are seen in alloys with intormediate pore ositions 
and the formation of such structures is discussed. 
Above the-order-disorder temperature and at lower 
carbon contents (< VCC-75 ) the carbon atom arranCement 
indicates a form of short range order detectable by broad 
diffuse bands in diffraction patterns. Possible models 
for this type of structure are discussed. In addition 
these lower carbon alloys contain large numbers of intrinsic 
stacking faults bounded bi Shockley partial dislocations. 
A dislocation mechanism is proposed whereby these faults 
are nuclei for the transformation to the c-phase detected 
at lower carbon contents, This phase has a complex twelve 
layer metal-atom stacking sequences 
Finally an explanation for the formation and 
stability of the ordered. compounds Is Civen in terms of 
both electronic and structural considerations, and the 
Trossible role these structures might have on mechanical 
properties is disciissec 0 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Non-Stoichiometry In Crystalline ; Materials 
In the latter half of the 18th Century the Lana 
of Definite or Constant Proportions was formulated by 
Proust who determined the composition of a large number 
of minerals and inorganic compounds in which the constituent 
elements were present in definite proportions, and usually 
in simple whole number ratios e. g. NaCl, TiO 21 A1203. 
ßerthollet disputed this law at the time, claiming that 
elements could combine in varying proportions, and that 
substances which formed with definite proportions were merely. 
special cases of the general rule. Shortly afterwards 
Dalton's work on the indivisibility of atoms seemed to verify 
Pröust's ideas, and these became generally acceptable. This 
law remained a basic law of chemistry until the early part 
of the 20th Century when Kurnikow, in his studies of 
metallic phase equilibria, found a number of metallic 
compounds that were stable over a range of composition. He 
called these-compounds 'Berthollides' which contrasted with 
compounds of constant compositions which he termed - 
1Daltonides'. Although the name tferthollide+ is still used 
in some of the Russian literature the term 'non-stoichiometric 
compound' is now almost universally used for such a material. 
Thus the term non-stoichiometric compound simply indicates 
that the compound is not made up of stoichiometric ratios 
of elements. In practice all crystalline inorganic compounds 
:- have a definite composition range of stability, called the. 
v0 
2 
homogeneity range i. e, they are all non-stoichiometric to 
a greater or less extent; thus it is more correct to speak 
of non-stoichiometry in compounds rather than non - 
stoichiometric compounds. 
Non-stoichiometry in crystals may be accommodated 
by the formation of structural defects. Such defects as`'` 
the Schottky (vacancy), Frenkel (interstitial-vacancy"pair), 
or substitutional types are present in varying proportions 
in all crystals of any temperature above absolute zero. 
Their concentration is dependent both on the energy of 
formation of the defect and on the temperature, and usually 
one type of defect predominates in any one system. 
Thus if one considers'a compound'with Schottky 
defects i. e. vacant lattice sites, then the concentration 
of vacant sites of one species may be. different fro'm'that 
of the other e. g. - if the concentration' of M vacancies iä 
less than that of X vacancies in'the compound MX, 'then 
metal atoms will be present in excess'and'the'formula can" 
be written as MXl_x when x is a measure of the excess'of 
X vacancies over those of M. 
In addition to the three main types of lattice 
defect there are three others that are theoretically, 
possible but only one of which has so-far been identified. 
These are the anti-Schottky defects which'consist of`equal 
numbers of M and X interstitials, a combination, of inter - 
stitial and substitutional defects such that there are X 
interstitials and N atoms on X sites or M interstitials and 
X atoms on Ti sites, ' and thirdly a combination of-sub - 
stitutional defects and vacancies such that M vacancies are 
3 
.J 
90 
present and N atoms are also on X sites. This third 
possibility has been indentified(l) in the compound NiAl 
where Ni vacancies co-exist with Ni atoms on Al sites. 
Using a statistical thermodynamic approach Schottky 
(2) 
Wagner in 1930 showed that crystalline inorganic 
compounds were normally non-stoichiometric. Following this 
work extensive experimental evidence, especially X-ray 
diffraction work, indicated that non-stoichiometry was common 
in oxides, carbides, nitrides, borides, silicides and 
chalcogenides as well as in intermetallic compounds. A 
number of review papers covering this subject have been 
published including work on hydrides(3) intermetallic 
compounds(IE', oxides and chalcogenides(5) and nitrides and 
(carbides 6ý. 
Non-stoichiometric compounds can be broadly divided 
into two types, one showing only very small deviation and 
the other gross departure from the ideal stoichiometric 
" composition. Examples of the first type are alkali halides 
0 
containing F-centres, Cu201-X, and PbSl-X, in which the 
defects are usually detected by special techniques and can 
be considered as randomly distributed, so that the Schottky 
Wagner theory can apply. The second group covers gross 
departures from stoichiometry e. g. TiC0.5 to TiC1.0 and 
TiOo. 67 to Ti01.26, and these materials contain large 
numbers of atoms with a different co-ordination from that 
existing in stoichiometric crystals which could possibly 
lead to the formation of more stable structures. This is 
the type of compound with which this dissertation is 
concerned. 
1ý 
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1.1 1. Structural Accommodation Of Gross Non-Stoichiometry 
The intrinsic defect concentration, and therefore 
the ease of deviation from stoichiometry, can be affected. by 
the type of chemical bonding in the compound, ' the relative 
size of the atoms or ions, and the variable valence of ions 
in ionic compounds. Generally covalent compounds show 
smaller deviations from stoichiometry than ionic or metallic 
compounds, and this can be attributed to the special direct- 
ional properties of the bonds in these compounds. Naturally 
the greater the strength of the chemical. bond the smaller 
in general will be the defect concentration. Interstitial, 
atoms must be of such a size. to be able-to fit into an 
interstice without too great an expenditure., of energy, and_ 
in the case of substitutional defects the size difference,,,, . ', 
must not be too great for similar reasons. The transition 
metals which can exist in more than one valence, state 
frequently form non-sto'ichiometric compounds, since the 
electrons and holes can manifest themselves as changes in 
valence of the ion. 
The existence-of such large concentrations of 
defects as are present in oxides such as Ti0 leads, to doubts 
concerning the thermodynamic stability of such structures 
with respect to other possible structures. These doubts-., 
are strengthened by the large numbers of ordered intermediate 
phases that have been. discovered in recent years in phase 
diagrams previously reported to contain non-stoichiometric 
compounds with broad homogeneity ranges. This is, especially 
true if the non-stoichiometric compound contains a metal-of 
high atomic number and the original examination was by 
-5- 
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X-ray diffraction techniques which will not readily reveal 
anomalies in the non-metal lattice (see section 4.3). The 
problem can only be properly considered in terms of the 
relative energies of the ordered and disordered structures 
at different temperatures. The defects in the crystal. may 
attract each other thereby forming clusters, or repel one 
another which, when combined with the attractive forces 
between atoms, leads to ordering of the defects. 
If a simple binary system consisting of A and I3 
atoms is considered then at low temperature the most stable 
configuration is complete long range order with A and B 
atoms existing in different sublattices. As the temperature 
is increased the configurational entropy markedly increases, 
and more random atom arrangements are set up. In'fact above 
a certain critical temperature (the order disorder temperature) 
the long range order is completely destroyed, and A and BI, 
atoms are arranged randomly throughout the crystal. However 
even in this so called 'disordered state' there is the 
possibility(7) of the existence of some order-in the form 
of small'microdomains. There is widespread experimental 
evidence(5) that many non-stoichiometric compounds are' 
disordered at high temperature but form ordered compounds 
falling within the composition range on cooling. However 
the detection of ordered phases at lower temperature is often 
complicated by the requirement that long periods* -of heat" 
treatment are necessary to develop the structure: - 
Alternatively the non-stoichiometric compound may transform 
into two unrelated phases on annealing at low temperatures. 
The Schottky-Wagner theory cannot be used to explain 
-6- 
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results in systems with gross deviations from stoichiometry 
since an additional effect is present, namely the mod - 
ification of the structure with composition. No precise 
theory has been worked out but a general structural picture 
of the way in which the deviations occur can be given 
(following Wadsley(5)) in five broad categories: - 
(i) Substitution. 
This simply entails the substitution-of one element M9 
on the lattice of the other X, and is common in c 
intermetallic compound and chalcogenide systems. .I 
(2) Interpolation 
The introduction of an. excess of one component M or X 
in a binary compound MX, is often called interstitial 
solid solution. Examples of this are interstitial 
compounds of metals, and interpol- ation of additional 
metal atoms between adjacent sheets of a layer structure 
in many chalcogenides 
(3) Subtraction 
In this case either M, X or both simultaneously, in 
unequal and variable amounts may be absent from the 
structure. Various oxide and carbide systems show 
examples of this type. 
ýý Shear 
This involves the removal of oxygen atoms from certain 
types of compound e. g. TiO2 and Nb205 and compression 
of the structure along certain planes by a process 
known as 'crystallographic shear (8) '. Thus it is a 
special form of the subtraction case in which the 
vacant sites are ordered in a planar form resulting in 
-%- 
superlattices known as shear structures. In this 
process the cation co-ordination is unchanged but the 
anion co-ordination is increased to accommodate a 
reduced atom ratio of non-metal*to metal. The sheets 
of atoms of changed co-ordination constitute boundaries 
between blocks of unchanged structure. In the simplest 
case all shear planes are parallel and regularly spaced, 
and a reduced oxide can be*derived from a simple parent 
structure (ReO 3 or rutile types) by shear in one 
direction only. This enables a homologous series of 
structures (or Magneli phases(9)) to be identified with 
general formulae such as T02n(10°ýith n taking values 
from 4 to 10. In all cases the shear planes are arranged 
at regular intervals parallel to specific parent planes. - 
e. g. (121) rutile, and their separation increases with 
increasing n# When the shear planes are not ordered it 
is thought that they are possibly retained in a dis - 
ordered form which is difficult to recognise in the 
high temperature non-stoichiometric'compound. 
(5ý Intergrowth 
The parallel intergrowth of two phases of different 
composition can occur. The structures of the phases are 
usually closely related e. g. Sr2T1O4 consists of single 
perovskite like sheets interleaved with SrO (NaCI-type) 
sheets. Other examples are seen in the DäO-TiO2 system. ' 
In the present context the two most important 
classifications are subtraction and shear. In the transition 
metal carbon systems, ti'eated in more detail in section 1.2, 
subtraction of the non-metal usually occurs to cause 
-8- 
deviation from stoichiometry; however, in the related oxide 
systems both metal and non-metal can be absent. Thus in 
TiO, which can exist from Ti 0,6ý o TiO1 26 all the titanium 
sites are filled at Ti00.67 and 38% of the oxygen sites are 
vacant, while at TiO1.26 all oxygen sites are occupied and 
22ö of the titanium sites are vacant' At the stoichio- 
metric composition TiO approximately 15% of the sites on 
both sublattices are unoccupied. 
The vacant lattice sites in both carbides and 
oxides may be ordered-and result in the formation of a super- 
lattice of carbon or oxygen atoms and vacancies. The metal 
atom sub-lattice may be retained with only small distortions 
in atom positions from that of the disordered structures. 
1.1.2 Property Changes Accompanying Non-Stoichiometry 
Certain properties of solid compounds such as 
chemical reactivity, mechanical strength, and electrical 
conductivity are strongly affected by the degree of , non 
'- 
stoichiometry. Most solid state reactions take place by the 
movement of lattice defects and hence the reactivity of a 
solid is expected to show strong dependence on both the 
direction and extent of non-stoichiometry. ' The most 
important class of reaction affected in this way for most 
solids is oxidation, and it is the non-stoichiometry of the 
reaction product that must be considered. During oxidation, 
if the oxide layer remains intact, further oxidation depends 
on the movement of metal atoms to the oxide-gas surface, or 
gas atoms to the metal surface. These diffusional type 
processes are accomplished by the movement of defects and 
are therefore strongly affected by the number of defects 
-9- 
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present and hence by the non-stoichiometry. Sintering is 
another process which can be strongly affected, the'rate of 
sintering normally increasing with deviation from stoichio- 
metry. The extent of short range order in the system can 
also effect the reactivity, for example'it is thought to 
ýllý. 
play an important role in stress corrosion properties 
There is ample evidence that non-stoichiometry has 
an important effect on the mechanical properties of many 
compounds. The strength at high temperatures usually 
decreases as the deviation from stoichiometry increases, an 
0 
effect which has been attributed(12)to the variation of 
lattice friction stress occurring when the composition and 
hence the bonding is altered. Thus increased deviation from 
stoichiometry produces a lowering of the yield strength in 
titanium carbide(13) and an increase in the creep rate of 
uranium dioxide 
(i4). 
Ashbee and Smaliman(15) on the other 
hand found that non-stoichiometric rutile (Ti02) had a yield 
strength which .; ras an. order of magnitude greater than that 
of the stoichiometric composition. The effect of non- 
stoichiometry on the n chanical properties of intermetallic 
compounds has been briefly reviewed by Westbrook 
(16) 
Deviations from non-stoichiometry effect the 
electrical conductivity because the presence of anion 
vacancies or metal interstials in a compound, results in an 
excess number of electrons in the lattice and the crystal 
becoming an n-type conductor, or conversely metal vacancies 
or anion interstials lead to an excess number of holes and 
p-type conduction. Thus for example cadmium sulphide and 
zinc oxide are always n-type conductors due to the presence 
IS 
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of excess amounts of sulphur vacancies or zinc interstitials. 
The degree of conduction will vary with the extent of 
deviation from stoichiometry since the number of carriers is 
directly related to the number of defects which in turn 
determines the non-stoichiometry. 
1.2 Non-Stoichiometry In Transition Metal Carbides 
1.2.1 Phase Equilibria And Structures 
The transition metal carbides have a number of4 
interesting properties which include extremely high melting 
points, high hardness and resistance to chemical attack. 
These properties make them. attractive as possible high 
temperature structural materials, but because of their extreme 
brittleness they may have to be incorporated in a composite 
structure. Their extremely high hardness is made'use of in . 
their more well known application as cutting materials. 
Their structures and phase relationships have been widely 
studied, and reviews have been published by Schwartzkopf and 
Kieffer(17) Goldschmidt(18) and Storms(19). 
The carbides possess relatively simple. crystal 
structures based on an arrangement of close packed transition 
metal atoms with carbon atoms positioned in the octahedral 
interstices. Deviations from stoichiometry can occur 
because not all octahedral interstices may be occupied-by. 
carbon atoms, Thus the carbides are subtraction compounds 
in the earlier classification (1.1.2). 
Examination of the various reported equilibrium 
diagrams 
(20) (fig. 1.1) reveals many similarities, especially 
within any one group of elements in the periodic table. 
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The most stable phase is always the one containing the 
highest amount of carbon which forms either at or below a 
composition corresponding to MC1.0 and has a rock-salt 
structure with the metal and carbon atoms on face centred 
cubic sublattices. If another phase forms, it does so near 
the composition MCO. 5, with a structure which 
is close packed' 
hexagonal if only the metal lattice is considered. Both of 
these phases can accommodate deviations from stoichiometry 
but the homogeneity range of the cubic. mono-carbide phase 
(11C) is usually the most extensive. The carbon solubility 
in the body centred cubic structure at the metal rich end of 
the diagram is usually very small. 
The most extensive homogeneity range is shown, by 
the Group IV mono-carbides TiC, ZrC, and HfC, but no dicarbide 
phase is formed in these systems. Extremely high defect 
concentrations are possible in these alloys e. g. TiC0,5 
stable at high'terperatures has only half the octahedral 
interstices occupied and a defect concentration of 25%. The 
Group V elements 
. 
have, a less extensive mono-carbide 
homogeneity range usually from approximately MC0ý70 to MC1.0, 
but in addition form a hexagonal dicarbide which usually has 
a much narrower homogeneity range e. g. Mc o. 45 to MCO-500 
The maximum melting point occurs at the sixth period within 
any one Group and usually at the Group V element for any one 
period. Thus tantalum carbide which melts in excess of 
4000°C hqs the highest melting point. The"melting, point 
maximum usually occurs below the integral. stoichiometric 
composition MC1.0 e. g. TiC0.87, TaC0.82, 
VC0.83, "a factor 
which is often indicative of ordering or compound 
formation 
;. _______ý ý. ý --ý . 
pS 
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in the solid state. It is interesting to note that the 
integral stoichiometric value MC1.0 is rarely reached, the 
maximum discrepancy being shown by the Group V carbides, and 
VC in particular which terminates at VC0.89. The reason 
for this behaviour is not known although it is possibly 
associated with the electronic structure. Lye 
(21) 
was able 
to explain this on the basis of band structure calculations 
which showed that at VC0.89 the bonding states of the d-band'-. 
1 1. 
are-'completely occupied. The addition of further cQrbon 
atoms to the alloy merely contributes electrons to anti- 
bonding d-states and hence favours the formation of graphite 
as an additional phase. .. 
The Group VI carbides are generally less stable 
than those of the other Groups and can form additional 
compounds at compositions corresponding to M23C6, DI7C3, M5C3 
and M3C2, Only slight similarities occur between molybdenum 
and tungsten carbide, and none between these and chromium. 
In spite of its lower stability the hardness of tungsten 
carbide is high enough to ensure widespread use in the hard- 
metal industry when associated with cobalt. - 
Deviations from stoichiometry are. always caused by 
defects in the carbon sublattice and never by metal 
interstitials, but the remaining carbon , atoms, may 
take up 
ordered arrangements. This-. leads to the formation, of supe. r- 
lattice lines in diffraction patterns, In the case of 
titanium and vanadium these should be detectable. in X-ray 
diffraction patterns, but for all the heavier. transition 
metals neutron or electron diffraction experiments are, 
required in order to detect the superlattice and ordered 
13 
carbon arrangement. The vanadium and titanium carbide. 
systems have been widely studied using X-ray diffraction 
techniques and although order has been reported in the 
vanadium carbide system, both in the mono-carbide and 
dicarbide phase fields (see section 1.3 for more detail) no 
order was found in titanium carbide. The neutron diffraction 
experiments of Gorbunov et al. 
(22) 
also indicated that random 
carbon atom arrangements existed throughout the whole 
(23 ) 
titanium mono-carbide phase field. Recently-however Goretzki 
using the same technique, has found ordered carbon atom 
arrangements in both the titanium and zirconium carbide 
systems, and Zubkov et al. 
(24) 
in niobium and tantalum mono- 
carbides. Other ordered arrangements have been found in 
the dicarbide phase fields of the vanadium(25)niobium(25) 
tantalum 
(z6d)and 
molybdenum(26b)systems. 
1.2.2 Structural Notation 
Parthe and Yvon(27) recently suggested a new 
notation for describing the crystal structures of the close 
packed transition metal carbides based on the structural 
features of the phases. This was in order to counteract 
confusion in the present literature due mainly to the use of 
Greek prefixes to denote different phases, which has led to 
the same phase being given a different prefix by different 
authors, or different phases being given the same prefix. ' 
The proposed notation consists of the Jagodzinski-Wyckoff 
(28. ) 
symbol for the stacking sequence of the close packed-metal 
atom layers, followed by the space group of the compound 
to distinguish between different arrangements of the carbon 
atoms in the octahedral interstices. 
9 
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Five different stacking variations can be 
distinguished for the transition metal atoms in the close 
packed carbides. These stacking sequences can be represented 
as in fig. 1.2 by describing the structures with hexagonal 
unit cells and showing the atom arrangements in the (1120) 
plane. The stacking sequence of the hexagonal metal layers 
can be described by the Jagodzinski- Wyckoff symbols 
(2p) 
h for T2C, hcc, and hhc for T3C2, hhcc for T4C3, and c for 
TC. These symbols form the first part of the proposed 
Partha and Yvon notation. 
The number of octahedral interstices in any close 
packed structure is equal to the number of atoms,: and does' 
not depend on which way the hexagonal metal. layers are 
stacked. Thus it might be expected that all carbides would 
have the maximum composition TC but phase diagram studies 
have shown that it is only in the case of metal stacking c 
(i. e. TC) that all the octahedral interstices can be filled, 
and even in this' case there are exceptions e. g. VC which 
extends only to VCO, 89. All other stacking sequences contain 
unoccupied interstitial sites and the compositions for 
maximum carbon content are T2C1T3C2, and T4C3 as shown in 
fig. 1.2. Thus the stacking symbol also indicates the 
highest possible carbon content for each form of stacking. 
If one considers the interactions between atoms it is not 
unreasonable that there exists a restriction on the occupation 
of the octahedral interstices by carbon toms that depends 
on the stacking of the metal atom layers. In particular if 
two interstices are located directly above one another in 
the (ii O) plane then only one site will be occupied, the 
ON 
CN 
oNýýCH 
C"z 
ineoret-l carbide 
composition Vh T 2C 
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other remaining unoccupied (this happens with every h 
stacking of the metal layers). Neutron diffraction 
experiments have shown that this rule holdsiuniversally for 
the close packed transition metal carbides, and this-can in 
fact be used to calculate compositions of hypothetical close. 
packed carbide phases after making assumptions concerning 
the metal atom layer stacking. 
The second part of the poposed notation is the 
Schoenfies space group symbol, since for a given metal layer 
stacking and carbon content a number of different structures 
can be formed depending on how the interstices are filled 
by the carbon atoms. Parthe and Yvon have. listed all the 
possible structure-types for disordered and ordered carbon 
atom arrangements in all the different metal atom stacking 
variations. Thus for Ohl metal atom stacking there are six 
different carbide structures, and for 'c' stacking only one 
type if all carbon interstices are occupied. However most 
cubic close packed metal atom carbides can exist with carbon 
deficiency(19), and at least four defect structures in Ic1 
( 
type stacking have been determined at the present time 
z7). 
Most NaCl defect type structures follow the rule that. 
alternate carbon layers are full and defects only occur in 
the carbon layers between them. Thus to describe these 
structures it is usually only to indicate the carbon atom 
arrangement in the defect containing layers. 
hý 
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1.3 Non-Stoichiometry In The Vanadium-Carbon System 
There have been a number of recent experimental 
determinations of the vanadium carbon equilibrium diagram 
by Storms and McNeal (1962)(29), Adelsberg and Cadoff (1968)(30) 
and Rudy et a1. (1968)(31). The main difference between 
them was that Storms and McNeal reported peritectic melting 
of the VC phase whereas both later investigations reported 
a congruent melting point and consequently the formation of' 
a eutectic between the mono-carbide and graphite. These 
later phase diagrams are shown in fig. l. 3. The phase 
diagram-is similar to that. of the other-Group V transition 
metal carbides in having a cubic VC phase field with wide 
deviation. from stoichiometry with a much smaller deviation 
in the hexagonal V2C phase field. The cubic VC phase melts 
at approximately 2650°C and extends from VC0ý72 to VC0.88 
at 1000°C and over a wider range at higher temperatures. 
The extent to which the composition of the upper phase 
boundary deviates from the VC110 ratio is unusually high 
compared with the other carbides. The V2C hexagonal phase 
is found between VCC. 47 and VC 0.50 at 
1000°C and again over 
a considerably wider range at higher temperatures. Carbon 
solubility in the metal is small, being less than i% at 
1000°C. 
Another phase reported in this system is the 
phase reported initially by Storms and McNeal 
(29)-, 
and more 
recently by Rudy et al. 
( 2ý) 
and Yvon and Partlie(32) which is 
analogous to the intermediate compounds reported for the 
niobium carbon(33) and tantalum carbon systems(34"35). The 
structure of this phase has only recently been determined 
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and itbhomogeneity range with respect to composition and 
temperature is still not accurately known. 
Ordering of the carbon sublattice has been reported 
throughout the phase diagram including compositions in both 
of the main carbide phase fields. In addition at very low 
carbon concentrations the electron microscope study-of 
Thomas and Villagran, 
ý36) 
indicated a compound V64C formed by 
an ordered distribution of the interstitial atoms in the 
octahedral positions in the metal lattice. A. similar phase 
has also been reported by the same workers in, the tantalum 
carbon system(37)0 
, 
The hexagonal divanadium carbide(ß)which has'a 
disordered carbon sublattice and is stable at high 
temperature is reported to transform at approximately 800°C 
into an orthorhumbio(a) modification which is associated 
with ordering in the carbon sub-lattice 
c25. ). 
Russian 
workers(38) indicated that trace impurities of oxygen and 
nitrogen had an'important effect in facilitating the 
hexagonal to orthorhombic phase change, and there still 
exists some discrepancies with respect to the, exact structure 
of the ordered phase and to its mode of transformation. 
In the mono-carbide phase field the nuclear 
magnetic resonance studies of Froidevaux and Rossier(39) 
indicated that the carbon sub-lattice exhibited order'. 
throughout the entire composition range.. In addition 
Alyamovski et'al. 
(110) 
studied infra-red absorption spectra 
and concluded that strong short range order was present at 
compositions VC 0.86 and VCO. 75 in the mono-carbide region, 
and VC0.49 in the dicarbide phase field. 
II 
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A cubic superlattice was identified at VC 0.88 by 
do Novion et al. 
(41) 
using X-rays. It was confirmed by 
Kordes 
(42) 
and Alyamovski, et al, 
(43) 
that at this composition 
the material should be described in terms of a cubic unit 
cell with a parameter twice that of the rock-salt unit cell 
and a composition corresponding to V8C7. The composition 
and temperature limits within which this phase is stable- 
were not determined by any-of the investigators who mainly 
used X-ray diffraction techniques to examine pressed and 
sintered material. According to the Parthe and Yvon 
notation the structure type is described as ac (06) v8C7 
type and the space group is P4332. It is interesting that 
this structure is the irregular -case when defects occur in 
every layer as apposed-to the. more usual case when they 
occur only in alternate layers. Fig. - 1.4(a) (after Pai, tle 
and Yvon) shows the carbon atom arrangement, d. n V8C7 contrasted 
with that in hypothetical VC 1,0 by considering the projection 
on the hexagonal base plane, whereas in fig. 1.4(b) the 
model of de Novion et al. showing the vacancy distribution 
in the double cell of V$C71is compared with the standard NaC1 
or fl-type structure of VC. 
At VC 
0.841 
Venables et al. 
(44) 
using a combination 
of electron diffraction and nuclear magnetic resonance. 
techniques showed that the Superlattice symmetry became 
hexagonal (trigonal) due to the ordered-arrangement of the 
carbon at. oms, and exhibited a domain structure which was 
visible under polarised light and electron microscope 
examination. The structure type was c (C32) V6C5 type using 
the Parthe and Yvon notation (fie. 1.5). V6C5 can be viewed 
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9 
in terms of two' interpenotrating sub-lattices; a vanadium 
atom lattice which is essentially face centred cubic with 
some small distortion, and a hexagonal superlattice 
containing all the carbon atoms. The domain structure 
results because the c-axis of the superlattice can be 
oriented parallel to any one of the four (iii> directions in 
the vanadium sublattice. The orientation of the super - 
lattice with respect to the parent lattice is - 
<00.1> 
SL 
II ý111ý 
PL 
<1000> 
SL 
II <112> 
PL 
The length of the c-axis corresponds to six complete 1111) 
layers of atoms in the cubic lattice, and the a-axis to the 
carbon-carbon (or metal-metal) atom spacing. in the <112> 
direction of the parent unit cell. 
The model of Venables et al: for the proposed 
structure is illustrated in fig. 1.5. (2) from which it can 
be seen that carbon vacancies occur in an ordered manner on 
alternate {111} carbon atom planes in the structure. Each 
vacant carbon atom site in a partially full plane is 
separated from its nearest neighbour vacant sites by the 
atom separation in the <112> direction in the close packed 
plane. Thus each vanadium atom in the adjacent' 11111 
planes has its co-ordination modified so that it is in 
contact with the carbon atom vacancy in its first nearest 
neighbour environment, and the resulting atom ratio corresponds 
to the composition V6C5. 
'An alternative way of viewing this structure is 
by considering V6C5 as a trigonal ordered compound with 
space group P31 or-P32. The structure is then built up of 
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molecules consisting of six vanadium atoms and five carbon 
atoms and each complete unit cell contains nine molecules 
The complete structure consists of chains of 
molecules that spiral about a direction parallel to the 
c-axis of the unit cell. Both right hand and left hand 
spiral rotations are possible P3j, P32. The domain structure 
arises because the direction of the spiral axis (the trigonal 
unit cell axis) may vary in different crystal regions. 
The deformation behaviour of vanadium mono-carbide 
has been shown(45)to be strongly dependent on composition. 
Thus the greatest high temperature strength is shown by an 
alloy of composition VC 0.84 whereas VCC-75 and VCC. 88 are 
both considerably weaker. This has been attributed to the 
formation of the ordered compound V6C5 at this composition 
(VC0.81}). The strength is considerably improved by the 
addition of small amounts of boron which precipitate as 
vanadium diboride in a finely dispersed form throughout the 
matrix(45). In TiC the Precipitation of Tiß2was shown to be. 
preferentially nucleated on dislocation nodes 
(46) 
and thus 
held out possibilities of further strengthening by suitable 
heat treatment schedules. 
1.1t Aim Of The Present Work 
In the vanadium carbon system the work of Froidevaux 
and Rossier(39) and Parthe and Yvon(32) indicated that other 
ordered phases might be formed 
by Venables et a1. 
(44) 
and V8C7 
Three important questions then 
form of order affected by yari; 
temperature, by. what mechanism 
in addition to V6C5 studied 
by de Novion et a1. 
(41). 
arise; how is-the-structural 
ations in composition and- 
do these ordering reactions 
II 
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take place, and how do the ordered structures a. ffect the 
mechanical properties. 
It was decided to study a range of alloys chosen 
from within the mono-carbide phase field of-, the vanadium 
carbon system in an attempt to answer some of these 
questions. A study of this kind requires a number of high 
purity crystals each of known and constant composition for 
its successful completion. The vanadium carbon system 
chosen for its structural anomalies, has an additional 
advantage over the other transition metal carbides for this 
work since it is more amenable experimentally to crystal 
growth studies because it has the lowest melting point of 
all the Group IV and V transition metal carbides (2650°C). 
In addition -to close control of"composition the 
total impurity content must be kept as low as possible 
since it is known that impurities can affect reactions of 
this kind(38). The presence of grain boundaries, which 
might modify the diffusion behaviour of the constituent 
atoms and the distribution of impurity atoms, is also 
detrimental. For these reasons a planned programme of 
single crystal growth was undertaken which would additionally 
provide useful samples for any subsequent deformation 
studies. 
An outline of possible crystal growth techniques 
and a description of the apparatus used is given in 
Chapter 2, and the experimental details of a crystal growth 
programme presented in Chapter 3. The results of a 
simultaneous electron microscopic and electron diffraction 
study of the phase structure of alloys with compositions 
kh, 
22 
throughout the entire mono-carbide phase field of the 
vanadium carbon system, is described in Chapter 4 and forms 
the major part of this dissertation. Finally in Chapter 5 
a correlation is made of the phase structures, previously 
identified in Chapter 4, for variations in composition and 
temperature. 
z 
I 
hhh- 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE DESIGN OF A SUITABLE CRYSTAL GROWTH APPARATUS 
The reasons, why large high. purity single crystals 
of vanadium carbide are required for this study have already 
- been outlined in the previous Chapter. This present Chapter 
deals briefly with several possible ways of producing such 
material and discusses in detail the techniques chosen for 
the present study - floating zone melting. The necessary 
design features of a suitable apparatus are presented. 
2.1 Methods Of Producing Single Crystals Of Transition 
Metal Carbides 
Most of the early investigations concerning 
refractory carbides were carried out on poorly characterised' 
material that was usually prepared by the compaction arid' 
sintering of relatively impure powders. More recently 
efforts have been made to produce high purity single crystals 
of these materials to allow a more accurate evaluation of 
their potential for use as high temperature structural 
materials. This work is hindered by the extremely high 
melting temperatures required (26500 to 4000°C) and the 
expense of the raw materials. 
Numerous methods for crystal growth are available 
which can be broadly divided into four groups: (a) growth 
from the melt, (b) growth from solution, (c) growth from a 
vapour phase, and (d) growth in the solid state. Each of 
these methods has advantages and disadvantages when applied 
to the transition metal carbides. 
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2.1.1 Growth From The Molt 
This method offers the best possibility for 
producing large single crystals at reasonable growth rates. 
In all modifications of this technique, the melt is held at 
a temperature slightly above the melting point while the 
crystallising solid is held just below the melting point. 
The major difficulty associated with this method is the 
attainment of the very high temperature required i. e. 2650°C. 
to 4000°C. A number of other serious difficulties in the' 
present context include': possible changes in stoichiometry 
due to the wide homogeneity range of monocarbide phases 
arising from selective depletion of one or other of the 
components of the carbide due to the high vaporisation` 
rates, and the inducement of high thermal stresses during 
melting and cooling resulting in high defect concentrations 
and possible"fracture of the product crystal. 
Growth from the melt contained in a crucible is 
the oldest established method of melt growth. Two tech - 
niques are available,, the Bridgman-Stockbarger method where 
a*crucible containing the. completel. y molten charge is solid- 
ified from one end by . movement through a temperature 
gradient, or the zone method where a small molten zone is 
passed along the charge. A further method which'also 
involves a crucible is the Czochralski technique where a 
" crystal is 'pulled, from the molten charge contained in the 
crucible. 
I In the case of materials which melt at over 20000C 
such as the carbides, there is extreme difficulty in 
providing crucibles that do not react with the melt and 
f0 
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cause contamination. Thus methods that do not use crucibles 
must be used. The absence of a crucible has the added 
advantage that there is no- liquid-crucible interface for 
causing heterogeneous nucleation, and no strains set up due 
to differential thermal expansion between the crucible and 
the crystal. Two techniques are available - the Verneuil 
and the floating zone techniques. 
The Verneuil technique has been used to grow a 
wide variety of high melting point materials including 
transition metal carbides ? In this process the material, 
usually in the form of a powder, falls from a hopper through 
the heat source and arrives molten on the surface of the 
growing crystal. A wide variety of heating. sources are used 
including oxy-hydrogen flames in the flame fusion process, 
and electron-beam or arc-image heating in more refined 
methods. However with these methods the attainment of the 
necessary temperatures, with the associated control of the 
atmosphere to prevent vaporisation losses is difficult. 
Other methods of heating which are more amenable to atmos- 
phere control such as electric-arc discharge and induction 
coupled plasma heating have been used(5). 
The floating zone technique has recently been 
applied to growing single crystals of transition metal 
(carbidesl'2ý 
. In this technique a molten zone is passed 
along a solid rod of crystal, the molten zone being supported 
mainly by, surface tension forces. A number of heating 
methods have been used to produce the molten zone but R. P. 
induction heating is most frequently used. The provision of 
a facility for atmosphere control is compatible with this 
29 - 
means of heating, but the material must be present initially 
in the form of a solid rod instead of in the more widely 
available powder form which is used in the Verneuil tech- 
nique. The method can be modified slightly to melt poor 
conductors or insulators by making use of the fact that 
these usually become conducting in the liquid phase. In 
this case the specimen is surrounded by a moveable conducting: 
susceptor which indirectly heats the specimen'to its molting 
point, and then the susceptor is removed and direct heating 
is used for the zoning process. 
2.1.2 Growth From Solution 
The growth of crystals from homogeneous solutions, 
using either seed crystals of relying on spontaneous nuclea- 
tion, is a well established technique which has been used for 
many high melting point materials such as rutilc 
(TiO2) and 
alumina (Al203)(6). This technique is useful for growing 
crystals of high perfection at convenient working temperatures 
well below the melting point of the materials. It is also 
useful for the growth of materials which undergo structural 
transitions at temperatures near to their melting points but 
above the growth temperatures from solution (e. g. BaTiO3). 
Crystallisation is induced by cooling the system or by 
allowing the solvent to evaporate, and the nucleation is 
usually spontaneous although some attempts have been made to 
utilise seed crystals. The main advantages of this method 
are the comparatively low temperatures required, the high 
quality of crystals that are obtainable and the ease of 
doping with suitable elements-if required. The attendant 
disadvantages are the risk of contamination from the solvent 
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constituent elements or from the crucible, and the excessive 
spontaneous nucleation which severely limits the size of 
crystal obtainable. 
The choice of a suitable solvent is of primary 
importance to this technique since any solvent must satisfy 
the following requirements; adequate solubility of the 
constituent elements of the crystal and variation of 
solubility with temperature, sufficiently low melting point, 
absence'of compound formation between crystal components 
and solvent, no chemical reaction with the crucible material, 
low vapour pressure, and low solubility of solvent materials 
in the crystal. A number of solvent materials have been- 
found for the transition metal carbide crystals including 
aluminium and iron. Thus Bartlett and'Iialden(5) prepared 
single crystals of tantalum carbide by growth from an' 
aluminium melt contained in an alumina crucible, but they 
found that the extremely slow growth rates and the inability 
to control spontaneous nucleation prevented them from= =- 
obtaining crystals larger than 0.2 mm. 
This growth technique was not attempted for.... the 
research, described here because of the difficulty in 
producing large crystals suitable for an analysis of micro- 
structure and mechanical properties. 
2.1.3 Growth From The Vapour Phase. 
The vapour transport technique offers several 
advantages common with the solution technique. Thus growth 
at temperatures below the melting point is possible but the 
process is usually slow. The preparation of high purity 
carbides by the Van Arkel process has been used for many 
Er _. -. ýý. -m.,...,.,. ý--_,,, x,. - ý. ý-.. . ýý, ý. 
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years. In this technique(7) a halide of the metal is 
normally reacted with hydrogen and a hydro-carbon to deposit 
the carbide on a hot surface. The method in common with 
the previous one, suffers from low growth rates and 
difficulties in preventing random crystal nucleation, and 
was therefore considered unsuitable for the current 
investigation. 
2.1.4 Growth From The Solid State. 
Large single crystals can be produced by stvtin 
annealing treatments on polycrystalline solid rods using a 
(8) 
technique which has been well established for metal crystals 
It is found that subsequent annealing of material given a 
critical amount of plastic strain (usually in the range 2 
to 5) can result in the formation of a few abnormally 
large grains. This process is known as secondary recrystal- 
isation or coarsening, and differs from primary recrystall-. 
isation and grain growth, which normally occurs on annealing 
where the distribution of grain sizes throughout the crystal 
is nearly uniform. When the process is suitably controlled 
good quality single crystals can be produced. The process 
of secondary recrystallisation is still not completely under- 
stood but certain factors which are known to be important 
are the presence of a dispersed phase and of a preferred 
crystallographic orientation for grains formed by primary 
recrystallisation. 
Fleischer and Tobin(9) have produced large single 
crystals of a number of refractory carbides utilising this 
technique. They firstly produced fine grained carbide 
crystals by a direct reaction of the liquid transition metals 
. R. a-. ý. -, ý -- T ý. 
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with graphite and used a subsequent annealing treatment to 
homogenise the. carbon content throughout the sample. Deform- 
ation at 20000 to 25000C to give critical strains in the 
range 5 to 10°% was followed by annealing for up to 25 hours 
at temperatures of 25000 to 3000°C which resulted in the 
formation of single crystals. Crystals of TiC, ZrC, IIfC, 
NbC and TaC were produced in this way. It is interesting to 
note that frequently single crystals of VC were produced, 
following the initial homogenising treatment, and no strain 
anneal experiments were carried out on this material. 
The greatest difficulty associated with this 
technique is the controlled production of crystals with 
varying degrees of non-stoichiombt y, since this can only be 
achieved by varying the times of the initial direct reaction 
process and'then homogenising by long annealing treatments. 
The use of pressed and sintered rods instead of directly 
reacted material, was reported to give inferior results due 
to embrittlement problems associated with gaseous contamin- 
ation during the long anneals at high temperature. 
Because of this difficulty in easily varying the 
composition of the material, and the fact that the necessary 
complex and costly high temperature annealing and deformation 
equipment was not available, this method was not studied. 
The foregoing brief review of available crystal 
growth techniques has indicated several possible ways of 
producing single crystals of the transition metal carbides. 
Thus most of these carbides have been produced by the 
(1t2) 
Verneuilý 
" 
strain anneal 
ý9ý, 
or floating zone techniques 
In the present study large single crystals of vanadium 
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carbide with varying degrees of non-stoichiometry are 
required, and the need for close control of composition 
favours melt growth over the strain anneal technique. The 
necessity to provide a facility to reduce vanadium 
vaporisation losses during the growth process 
(ILO) 
seriously 
complicates the apparatus required, especially the heating 
facility. Thus neither a simple flame fusion Verneuil 
apparatus nor an. electron-beam heated floating zone apparatus 
working in vacuum can be used. 
2.2 Zone Melting Apparatus. 
The choice of a floating zone technique for the 
growth of vanadium carbide was made on-the basis of the 
factors outlined above, and the availability of an apparatus 
designed originally for the Czochralski crystal growth 
process, (fig 2.1), which could be. suitably modified for the 
present research programme, and a 30 kw. r. f. generator. The 
important features of an apparatus suitable for zone melting 
vanadium carbide are listed below and shown diagrammatically 
in-fig. 2.2. 
(1) accurate and closely controllable coupled axial movement 
of the specimen grips over a range of speeds. 
(2) independent rotational control for one of the specimen 
grips to reduce transverse temperature and compositional 
gradients during crystal growth. 
(3) accurate permanent alignment of the upper and lower 
specimen grips. 
(ý a continuously variable heating source capable of melting 
a small volume of sample. 
Ei cc. 2.1. 
CZCCHRALSKI CRYSTAL GjRCWT"l APPARATUS. 
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grLP (5) 
F, c. 2 2. 
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.L 
Movement 
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(5) accurate independent control over the axial movement of. 
the sintered feed rod, relative to the movement of the 
zone along it, to compensate for density changes 
occurring during melting and solidification of the 
sintered feed rod (which has less than 100% theoretical 
density). 
(6) a means of controlling and operating the furnace atmos- 
phere at positive pressures of the ambient gas (up to 
20 atmospheres pressure) to reduce vanadium vaporisation 
losses. The working chamber associated with this must 
in addition allow for good visibility during the growth 
process, and easy access for assembling and dismantling 
experiments. 
(ý) provision of 'afterheater' and radiation shielding 
facilities to reduce thermal stresses set up during the 
cooling'of the solidified crystal. 
A description of the Czochrälski apparatus and the modifica- 
tions required for this study will now be described. 
2.2.1 Conventional Czochralski Crystal Growth Apparatus 
The apparatus manufactured by Electroheating Ltd., 
is shown in fig. 2.1, and contains a single specimen grip 
which has a closely controllable axial movement combined with 
a means of rotation. It consists of a rigid steel frame 
which carries the crucible and silica enclosure, and the 
motors, reduction gearboxes, and lead screw used in affecting 
a controlled and upward motion of the pull rod (to which the 
seed crystal is attached). The most important feature of 
this apparatus is the precision lead screw which must be 
. capable of controlled and stable movement over 
a range of 
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speeds. Thus the stainless steel lead screw 'At can be 
driven at a pulling rate in the range 6mm per hour to 600mm 
per hour by means of the servo motor 'Boacting through a 
gearbox. A similar motor and gearbox control the rotation 
mechanism over the normal range 0.5 to 350 r. p. m. 
In the production of good quality single crystals, 
fluctuations in growth rate must be avoided since these 
affect compositional variations and impurity distribution at. 
the growing interface. ' This criterion is best achieved with 
a slow stable growth rate. To this end the motors are 
designed to maintain a set speed independent of temperature 
and supply voltage. fluctuations, and are normally run only 
at slow speeds to minimise vibration. However, full speed 
in each'direction is available by means of an over-riding 
switch in the controller 'Ct to allow for fast positioning 
of the pull-rod during the setting up procedure at the 
begining of the crystal growth process. 
The sample is usually heated indirectly by placing 
it in a conducting crucible, which is heated by direct r. f. 
induction by surrounding the sample with a water-cooled 
copper work coil connected to the radio-frequency generator. 
The power output can be varied manually up to a maximum of 
30 kw at 450 kc/s by adjustment of the continuously variable 
r. f. output transformer. A 57 kVA saturable reactor. is used 
to control the output voltage of the generator at any 
desired value in the working range and to ensure close 
maintenance of output voltage irrespective of supply 
variations. 
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2.2.2 Modification Of Czochralski Crystal Growth Apparatus 
The Czochralski pull-rod was made the upper 
specimen grip (A in fig. 2.2) and this was coupled to the 
lower grip (B: in fig. 2.2) via two-platforms connected 
together by long steel supports. These can be seen clearly 
in the photograph of the apparatus shown in fig. 2.3. Thus 
movement of the lead screw was followed by the two plat- 
forms, and hence via the intermediate connections by the 
two specimen grips. The long steel supports moved through 
p. t. f. e. alignment bushes to ensure accurate alignment of 
the upper and lower platforms, and hence the upper and 
lower specimen grips. In this way both grips were driven 
from the accurately controllable lead screw arrangement of 
the existing Czochralski apparatus and the rotational 
facility was not impaired. 
(a) Independent Axial Feed Rod Control 
The growth of single crystals from sintered rods 
poses problems Otte to shrinkage of the material on melting 
and solidification, which necessitates independent means of 
moving the growing crystal relative to the sintered food rod. 
In the present experiments the sintered rods had 90%% theor- 
etical density such that zoning involved a 10% reduction in 
volume. A separate motor drive and lead screw similar in 
action to those on the original Czochralski apparatus were 
designed to allow independent close control of the movement 
of the bottom of the feed rod into the molten zone. The 
necessary motor, gears and lead screw device were attached 
to an aluminium platform below the main pressure, chamber as 
shown in fig. 2.4. This whole assembly plus its controller 
J'if; " ', '} Mýýý3: 
i. f. ied {'lo ý. f; Lrr1; " Zone ir. :L Ling appar, 1. ttrs. 
Fig. 2.4I. eacl screw riiirl rearhox for :i ntk; peiiclent 
'l-Kir-11 
movement of 1,0 !;!; oll ! ýnn 1I rod. 
:: ýt1j;, ý,: "; I '',. CII it vibe r. 
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can be seen in fig. 2.3. The movement is controllable in 
both directions over a range of speeds 0.5 to 20 min per hour. 
The movement in the opposite direction is sometimes used if 
the zone becomes unstable due to temperature or compositional 
fluctuations. 
The whole of this drive mechanism must be attached 
to the bottom of the feed rod and driven at the same speed 
as the sample through the heating coil, thus care was taken 
in selecting all the materials used because the entire 
weight of this drive assembly, the two platforms and the long 
supports has to be borne by the lead screw. Thus steel 
tubes were used instead of rods, which gave an additional 
advantage in that the long lengths involved were available 
with a closer uniformity of size control. The platforms 
were made of aluminium, and a lightweight electric motor 
and gear box were chosen. In view of the extra weight 
borne by the lead screw in this modified apparatus the 
bearing in the lead screw housing was strengthened by 
including a stouter angular contact bearing. 
(b) Furnace Atmosphere Control 
Storms(10)reported that vanadium was lost 
preferentially when certain compositions of vanadium carbide 
were heated at elevated temperatures. The work of Wenkus - 
et al. 
(2) 
showed that boron loss from certain refractory 
metal borides could be substantially reduced by the 
incorporation of a positive inert gas pressure above the 
melt; indeed'without some means of affecting this control 
the production of crystals of controlled composition Is 
impossible. He showed that the rate of evaporation decreased 
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pproximately at i/ 
fP 
where P is the ambient pressure of 
nert gas, and the rate controlling step is diffusion 
hrough a boundary layer. Precht and Ilollox(l) also used 
his technique to give closer control of stoichiometry in 
growing titanium and vanadium carbide by the floating zone 
technique using a commercially available zone melting 
apparatus manufactured by Lepel. The atmospheres used in 
these experiments were either pure argon, a 5% hydrogen - 
argon mixture or pure helium. The former gas resulted in 
arcing- problems during the zoning operation due to its low 
ionisation potential but no such problems were reported 
with either of the other atmospheres. 
In the present work argon was used initially on 
economic grounds during the commissioning of the apparatus, 
but in all later experiments helium was used. Helium was 
preferred to the cheaper gas mixture because it contains 
lower oxygen and nitrogen impurity levels and is readily 
availablo. 
The apparatus was designed to operate at ambient 
pressures up to 20 atmospheres and consisted of a 
. 
welded 
stainless steel chamber which could be attached to the 
existing crystal puller together with the necessary. pressure 
controls. The chamber itself (fig. 2.5) is made of i inch 
thick stainless steel and is 8f-inches diameter and. 16 inches 
long. Two ports have been welded to the main structure, 
one to provide adequate visability of the melting- process 
and the other an inlet for the electrical power leads. The 
water cooled copper pipes brazed to the outside of the 
structure serve to cool the apparatus during crystal growth. 
.. 
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A detailed diagram of this chamber is given in fig. 2.6. 
A number of safety valves are incorporated in the 
pressure system which are designed to release the pressure 
in the working chamber if it exceeds a certain set value 
(fig. 2.7). In addition to their safety function these 
valves serve as a moans of maintaining a constant pressure 
during crystal growth. In operation the main regulator 
valve is adjusted so that the valves are constantly leaking 
gas i. e. the pressure is 'just in excess of the safety 'blow- 
off' value. Thus experiments can easily be carried out at 
constant pressures of 5,10 or 20 atmospheres, or at any 
pressure within these limits if adjustments to the main 
regulator valve are made. 
The chamber was made of sufficient size to enable 
adequate radiation shielding and 'after heating' facilities 
to be included if required, and to ensure that the outer 
body did not seriously-overheat. The provision of adequate 
viewing facilities was also of prime importance. 
The use of high pressures meant that all joints 
between removable sections of the apparatus had to be care- 
fully designed. Pressure tight joints were obtained by 
bolting sealing plates to the main body with conventional 
rubber 101 ring seals as shown in fig. 2.6. The water 
cooling on the chamber prevented overheating of these 'OU 
rings and this was a major contribution-to their operating 
success. The scaling of the window assembly in the viewing 
port is shown in. greater detail in fig. 2.8.9Spectrosilo 
a syntheticRv-, ed silica was chosen for the window material 
because it had high spectral emissivity over a wide range 
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of wave-lengths. Problems were encountered with evaporation 
deposits forming-on its inner surface and a much smaller 
' section protective window was therefore incorporated into 
the design (fig. 2.8). This could be easily removed for 
cleaning between each crystal growing operation. 
Ceramic-metal insulated seals were initially used 
for the power imput leads but-the wide separation of the 
two copper leads led to imput power losses which in certain, 
cases prevented melting taking place. The use of a design 
incorporating much les's widely separated. leads which sealed 
with rubber 101, rings to a body of tufnol overcame these 
difficulties. The"tufnol is shielded from the radiant heat 
by a sindanyo plate 
(fig. 2.8) and no serious overheating 
problem occurred. The seal between the, moveable, pull-rod 
and the water cooled upper portion, of the apparatus body 
(D in fig. 2.1) was originally made with a conventional 101 
ring. This , was. considered, unsüitable. 
for the 'present high 
pressure use so a composite rubber - p. t. f. e. seal, was used. 
This seal is also shown in greater detail in fig.. 2.8. 
(c) Afterheater And Radiation Shielding Facilities 
The elimination of steep temperature gradients in 
solidified melt grown crystals has been shown to give 
considerable reduction in the defect concentration of 
crystals produced"'). This is especially important'in. the 
r. f. heated floating zone technique where stepp temperature 
gradients exist between the molten zone and the solid rods. 
The thermal gradients are normally reduced either by the 
siting of suitable radiation shielding near to the molten 
zone, or by the provision of an afterheater. The latter 
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usually consists of a suitable susceptor of tantalum or 
graphite which is positioned near to the r. f. work coil, and 
is induction heated to some suitable intermediate temperature. 
It is usually sited on the side of the coil where -the 
growing crystal is positioned, although in very brittle 
materials some form of-pre-heating is also included; because 
cracking could lead to coupling problems. Radiation 
shielding, which is usually tantalum, molybdenum or stain- 
less steel depending on the temperature, serves the dual 
purpose of reducing thermal gradients and preventing the 
inner surface of the furnace chamber from overheating.. (see 
fig. 2.6). 
The conventional Czochralski crystal puller-is 
designed to operate with the pull rod moving slowly upwards 
as in normal melt growth by this technique. However,!, with 
this arrangement and the condition that good viewing 
facilities of the molten zone are essential, the siting of 
a suitable afterheater is difficult. Early experiments 
using this arrangement with no afterheater resulted in the; 
production of single crystal material that was severely 
cracked due to steep thermal gradients. Thermal cracking 
was reduced by positioning a-tantalum radiation shield close 
to the zone by suspending it from the roof of the, furnace 
chamber. This was not entirely successful because the need 
for ensuring adequate vision of the molten zone, meant that 
a vertical gap existed between the molten zone and, the 
radiation shielding and this limited the shielding effect. 
Modification of the design of the r. f. coil to. reduce, thermal 
gradients was also attempted and is discussed. later in 
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section 3.2. In view of these difficulties the apparatus 
was later modified to, allow slow controlled growth movement 
with the feed rod moving downwards through the work coil. 
With this arrangement a graphite susceptor, that was split 
horizontally to allow easier assembly of the apparatus, 
provided an afterheater that reduced thermal cracking (see 
section 3.2). This is shown in fig. 2.6.. 
(d) Means Of Attaching Specimens 
The expense and difficulty of fabrication of these 
materials demands that maximum usage be made of the sintered "! 
rod material. However, in view of the temperatures involved 
in sample preparation care-must be taken in designing 
suitable specimen holders which fill the dual role of allow- 
ing maximum usage of crystal while assuring that minimum 
contamination occurs. A less important third criterion is 
to ensure a more gradual longitudinal thermal gradient 
along the sintered rod. 
In normal Czochralski growth the specimen is 
attached to a stainless steel or molybdenum rod by means of 
a clamping arrangement, but this method would lead to 
serious contamination problems in the growth of carbides. 
The method chosen for the carbides is to join the top of the 
sintered rod to a graphite holder by, means of a tantalum 
pin and to attach this graphite holder to the pull rod end 
by means of a stainless steel holder. The holes in the 
sintered rod were produced by spark machining or by 
ultrasonic drilling using a dispersion of carborundum powder 
f in water. The former process is preferred due to its far 
greater speed of operation, and less need for constant 
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supervision. A large number of graphite holders were 
available with varying specimen hole sizes to allow small 
variations in feed rod diameter to be accommodated. The 
bottom of the feed rod was ground flat and placed in the 
flat bottomed specimen hole in the bottom graphite holder- 
(fig. 2.9). Graphite was chosen as the holder material 
because it could withstand the high temperature involved 
(up to 1500°C), would not cause serious contamination, and 
would reduce longitudinal thermal gradients by coupling 
to the r. f. field, 
i 
oý 
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CHAPTER THREE 
GROWTH OF SINGLE CRYSTALS. 
In this chapter a description is given of the 
growth of single crystals of vanadium carbide with varying 
degrees of non-stoichiometry. Section 3.1 deals with the 
preliminary formation of sintered rods from high purity 
powder material, while the floating zone melting experiments 
to produce the single crystals are discussed in section 3.2. 
Finally in the third section, the characterisation of the 
'as-grown' crystals by chemical analysis and optical micro- 
structural examination is reported. 
3.1 Preparation Of Pressed And Sintered Rods 
High purity vanadium and vanadium carbide powders 
were thoroughly blended to"produce mixtures with 
differing 
carbon to vanadium atomic ratios. The high purity powders 
were obtained from - New Metals and Chemicals Ltd., and 
Polaron M. R. C. Ltd.., typical analyses being given in Table - 
3.1. 
The powders were encapsulated in. rubber containers 
produced by dipping glass formers into a solution of 
'Revultex' and allowing the coating to dry thoroughly. 
The size of the samples produced in this way could be varied 
by adjusting the size of the glass formers used, but most 
of the samples were of round section 10-12 mm in diameter 
and up to 140 mm in length. 
* Obtained from ßellman, Ivey and Carter Ltd., West Wimbledon, 
London. 
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TABLE 3.1. 
ANALYSIS OF STARTING MATERIALS. 
ELEMENT-. VANADIUM. 
New Metals 
VAN. CARBIDE 
&Chemicals Ltd 
VAN. CARBIDE 
Polaron M. R. C. 
ANALYSIS 
Vanadium 99.1 81.115 81.5 
Carbon 0.04 18.3 18.3 
Free Carbon 0.6 0.7 
Oxygen 0.57 0.15 0.04. 
Nitrogen 0.08 0.05 0.05 
Iron 0.17 0.05 - 
Silicon 0.. 11 - - 
Aluminium 0.02 - - 
The samples were isostatically pressed at room, 
2 
temperature at a pressure of 78 kg/, mm . This work was 
carried out using hydrostatic pressure in a special oil 
filled steel chamber at the - B. S. A. Group Research Centre, 
Birmingham. The maximum dimension which could be pressed in 
this apparatus was 150 mm and most of the samples were of 
approximately this size. Some difficulty in, retaining the 
straightness of long samples was experienced but this was 
partially overcome by excercising closer control over the 
range of powder sizes in the original mixtures, especially 
by greatly reducing the proportion of very fine powders in 
the mixtures. The most satisfactory results were obtained 
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when a powder size range of- 150 mesh + 400 mesh was used 
in the alloy preparation (- 150 + 400 mesh size _ 50 - 
100 pm). Additional control of specimen straightness was 
achieved by encasing the rubber bags containing the powder 
in wire mesh shields which prevented serious. distortion 
occurring. 
The production of sound pressed compacts was found 
to be strongly dependent on the composition of the mixtures. 
The compositions at low carbon to vanadium ratios (< 0.7) 
pressed satisfactorily into sound even compacts, but as the 
carbon to vanadium ratio increased the difficulty in obtain.. 
ing satisfactory compacts increased. This was probably due 
to the beneficial binding action of the vanadium metal which 
was present in much larger amounts at the lower carbon to 
vanadium ratio compositions. This binding action was more 
effective because of the smaller size range of the vanadium 
powder (< 40µm) and the fact that it was much softer than 
the vanadium carbide powder. At carbon to vanadium 'ratios 
of >0-75 the samples either formed a series of small 
cylinders or did not bind together at all. 
The problem of unsatisfactory cold isostatic 
pressing of powders can be overcome either by adding a 
material to the powders to act as a binding agent, or by 
simultaneously pressing and heating the samples. Both of 
these processes can lead to some contamination, the former' 
from the difficulty in subsequently completely removing the 
binding agent, and the latter from contact with the specimen 
container during the hot pressing operation. However, the 
former process is relatively simple and inexpensive to carry 
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out, whereas the latter is extremely difficult and expensive. 
A number of easily removable binder materials 
were used unsuccessfully before some success was achieved by 
the use of paraffin wax. The wax was dissolved in tr. ich 
lorethylene and the resulting solution mixed with the 
blended powder mixture which was subsequently dried in an 
oven and packed in the container in the usual manner. The 
percentage of wax added to the powder was usually in the 
range 2 to 5% with the highest percentages used for the 
highest carbon to vanadium ratio mixtures. In this manner 
sound pressed compacts were obtained with compositions 
throughout the cubic vanadium carbide phase field. The wax 
could be largely removed from the pressed samples by heating 
0 them slowly to 400 C in a vacuum furnace containing a cold' 
trap to collect the wax which is driven off as a vapour from, 
the samples. Any wax that is not removed by this operation. 
is subsequently lost during the high temperature vacuum 
A 
sintering treatment. 
At this stage of the process the pressed samples 
had densities of approximately 80% of-the theoretical values 
but were still very fragile and had to be handled carefully 
to prevent breakages. In order to achieve a more uniform 
product for subsequent zone melting and facilitate handling, 
the samples were sintered for 1 to 2 hours in vacuum at 
temperatures corresponding to 0.6 - 0.7 Tm where Tm is the 
absolute melting temperature (cf 1600 0to 18000C depending 
on composition). Contamination was minimised by supporting. 
the samples in a graphite holder and working at a vacuum 
level of 1-10 x 10. 
-5 torr. The samples were heated by r. f. 
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induction in a water-cooled high vacuum chamber. The 
temperature was measured through a viewing port with an 
optical pyrometer. The density of the samples increased 
during sintering to öO to 90% of the theoretical value, and 
although the samples were still brittle they could be 
handled with much less care. The pressing and sintering 
details of the samples are listed in Table 3.2. 
TABLE 3.2. 
.. 0 
.m 
Initial 
Composition 
, roof Paraffin 
wax as 
finding agent 
Sintering 
Temperature 
0C 
Approx. 
Melting 
Temperature 
oC 
Diameter 
mm 
Lengtr 
mm 
VC 0.84 3 1700 2740 9 105 
VC 0,81 2 1700 2700 8 103 
VC 0.78 2 1660 2650 9 110 
VC 0.73 - 1660 2580 9 103 
vc 0.65 - 1600 2350 9 52 
VC 0.52 - 1470 2165 7 83 
VC 0.47 - 1400 2050 7 92 
VC 0.43. - 1330 1950 10 97 
I 
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Small variations. in the diameter of the pressed 
and sintered samples produced in this way caused some later 
difficulties in. the control of the zone melting process. 
Machining of the sample was difficult because of the, 
fragility of the pressed samples, and the combination of 
extremely high hardness (approximately 2,000 1Iv) and brittle- 
ness of the sintered material. These latter obstacles-could 
r 
be overcome by using the centreless grinding process where 
the sample is not rigidly held but is revolved by a soft 
supporting wheel against two grinding wheels impregnated 
with diamond powder. Using this process samples with a. 
smooth surface and a close uniformity of diameter could be 
produced. 
3.2 Crystal Growth. 
The major problem associated with crystal growth 
proved to be the designing of a suitable radio frequency 
induction coil which would allow melting at all compositions 
of vanadium carbide, and yet give a stable zone configuration. 
In order to form a stable molten zone between two solid rods 
two criteria must be satisfied. Firstly, sufficient power 
must be introduced into a limited volume to balance heat 
losses when the surface is at a temperature exceeding the 
melting point, and secondly, zone stability must be achieved 
which depends in a complex manner upon zone length, diameter 
and shape as a function of the radii of the two solid bars 
N between which it is suspended. 
*This work was kindly carried out by - 
Alfred Herbert Ltd., Coventry. 
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Surface tension is the principal force supporting. 
a molten zone and equating this force to the hydrostatic 
pressure can give information concerning the size, shape, 
1 
and stability of the molten zone. The maximum length of 
zone which can be supported by its own surface tension 
increases linearly with rod radius for small radii and 
approaches a limit at larger radii. An important factor in 
aiding zone stability is to use an-upper rod of larger 
diameter than the bottom(2). The crystal growth apparatus 
is designed to allow relative movement of the unmelted 
sintered rod into the molten zone to compensate for density 
changes during melting. However, it was found that more 
satisfactory operation could be achieved by taking advantage 
of the above' information and allowing the crystal to 
solidify with a smaller diameter than the sintered feed rod 
material which was not of theoretical density. 
The distribution of heat generated in the bar by 
induced currents depends on the coil configuration, the 
relative position of the bar surface to each of the coil 
elements, the r. f. frequency, and the specific resistivity 
of the material. The rate of which heat is lost depends 
upon a number of properties of the material e. g. melting 
point, thermal conductivity and emissivity and on the 
surroundings of the zone. A large amount of heat is' 
4 
reflected back into the zone by the close proximity'of the 
coil in these experiments, and in addition from the tantalum 
radiation shielding which is also included in the melting 
chamber. However, acting in opposition to the need for 
effective radiation shielding is the criterion that an 
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unrestricted view of the molten zone is required. 
Several coil configurations were investigated 
empirically during the course of the work to overcome 
specific problems. A single turn coil used in part of the 
early work was not capable of coupling sufficient power 
into the sample to melt the highest melting point alloys. 
Attempting to increase the power coupled into the specimen, 
by reducing the clearance between coil and sample, led to 
severe arcing problems between the molten sample and the 
deposits of vanadium which condense on the coil, following 
evaporation from the melt. The diameter of the coil adopted 
was a compromise dictated by these two problems. The most 
satisfactory coil configuration was found to be a three turn 
concentric coil as shown in fig. 3.1 which gave stable 
molten zones at all compositions. 
Most of the crystal growth experiments were carried 
out with the zone moving down the polycrystalline rod as this 
was the standard direction of, adjustable movement of the 
lead screw in the crystal growth apparatus. However, in 
addition to being contrary to normal zone melting practice, 
this led to problems in the siting of a satisfactory 'after 
heaters to reduce the tendency for thermal cracking. This 
was partially overcome by having a single turn coil above 
the three turn concentric melting coil which led to a- 
lowering of the temperature gradient above the melt and a 
reduction in the cracking of the crystals. An obvious draw- 
back of this downward direction of zone travel is that any 
escaping gasses tend to rise in the melt and accumulate at 
the upper edge of the molten zone where solidification is 
A 
Fig . 3. I R. F. coil assembly used in zone melting 
expper-i Mr? n is . 
IIII IIIIIIII IIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIIII Illlýlill IýIIIII liilillll IIIIIIIII IIII IIII IIII IIII IIII IIII IIII IIII 11 cm 
0123415 16 789 `10 111 
i 
I i(;. 3.? _ Typical zoned crystal nominal composition 
vr0.811* C)ie S: 1rrtereci Cee, I rod m tor. ii c, _tti 
be c1oarLy seen. Ap proxi. incltely /10 miii of. ' the 
zoned Louul; th wn-; s_iri(;. le crystal material. 
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taking place, and thus produce instabilities in the growth 
process. The apparatus was therefore modified in order to 
allow zone travel in either direction by inserting the 
necessary switching and control devices in the electrical 
circuit controlling the motor operating the movement of the 
main lead screw. Later crystal growth experiments were 
therefore conducted with the zone moving up the sintered 
sample, which led to the production of a more stable zone 
and also allowed the installation of a graphite 'after - 
heater' to reduce thermal gradients (fig. 2.6). 
The melting chamber was evacuated and flushed out 
with helium three times prior to filling to a working 
pressure during the experiment. The r. f. power was slowly 
increased until a molten zone was initiated in the sintered 
rod, and thereafter minor adjustments were made to the power 
imput to control zone stability. The sintered rod was then 
moved through the r. f. coil at a constant speed of approx- 
imately 10 mm per hour. The onset of single crystal 
formation was found to occur after a short distance, of two 
or three zone lengths travel (approximately 20 or 30 mm) and 
the samples were usually zoned for lengths varying between 
40 and 80 mnm. Occasionally, the build up of deposit became 
so severe that arcing led to a premature finish to the 
experiment, and to obviate this problem and also the extreme 
length of the experiment, a faster zoning speed of 20 mm per 
hour was used initially for approximately one hour and there- 
after normal zone speeds were used. The specimen was slowly 
cooled at the end of the zoning experiment to reduce thermal 
cracking. The crystals produced were several centimetres 
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long and approximately, 10 mm in diameter an example being 
shown in fig. 3.2. The composition and size'of all crystals 
grown are given in Table 3.3". 
TABLE 3.3 
Initial 
Composition. 
Length of Cry 
stal zoned nom 
Direction of 
Zone travel Comments 
VC0 90 Downward Single crystal- 
badly cracked. 
VC0.84 (1) 25 Downward 'ý ft 
VCO. 84 (2) 53 Downward Single crystal - 
some cracking. 
VCO. 81 
(1) 52 Downward Overunýoccurred but 
a short length of 
single crystal 
obtained. 
VCC. 81 
(2) 42 Downward Contained a small 
central pöly crystal 
line area indicating 
incomplete, melting. 
VC 
0.81 (3) 54 Downward Single Crystal. 
VC 
0-78 (1) 51+ Downward Single crystal. 
VC0-78 (2) 58 Upward Single. crystal. 
VC 
0.73 (i) 4O Downward + Large polycrysta. lh,. _; 
VC0173 (2) 69 Upward + Single crystal. 
VC 
0.05 4+3 Downward + Polycrystalline. 
- 
VC 
0.52 12 Downward Polycrystalline 
VC 0-47 4O Downward Polycrystalline. 
VCO. 43 75 Upward + Polycrystalline. 
* purchased as sintered rod from Polaron N. R. C. 
+ Zone levelling experiments. 
0 - 
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It is known that in order to produce long crystals 
of constant longitudinal composition, a condition of zone 
levelling must, be set up when the composition of solid 
melting into the zone is equal to that, -depos_iti. ng 
from 
the zone. This can be achieved by., either__substantially 
increasing the length of zone -travel, or by adjusting the 
composition of the initial molten zone. Thus for example 
rods of constant composition VC0.78. could be produced by 
forming a molten zone initially in a rod of composition 
VC0 
0 
(refer to equilibrium diagram fig. 1.3)'. Experiments 
of this type were carried out to produce long samples of 
composition VC 0-72 and 
VCC, 8o as shown in Table 3.3. In 
addition attempts to produce single crystals of the compound 
V2C, which forms by a peritectic reaction, were also carried 
out using these ideas of zone levelling proposed by Mason 
and Cook(3), but were unsuccessful in producing single 
crystals. 
3.3 Characterisation of Crystals ý"__ý..,. ý. _... ý. 
3.3.1 Chemical Analysis 
Chemical analyses for vanadium and carbon were 
carried out at various points along selected grown crystals. 
A sample weight o£. 0.1 am was used for each determination 
which consisted of a thin transverse lice of crystal. The 
results are presented' in Table 
. 
3.4 
Analyses were carried out by Mr. P. Stäbles at 
B. S. A. Group Research Centre, Birmingham. 
4 
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TABLE 3.4 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OIL AS-GROWN 'SINGLE CRYSTALS 
Nomina'1 Analyses measured as C/V mole ratios 
Starting Distance of analysis sample from initial molten zone i3in 
Composition Sintered 
rod 0 10 20 30 Ito 50 60 70 
VC 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.87 
VC 0.84(l) 0.86 o. 8! 
VC 0.84(2) 0.85 0.85 0.86 
VC 0.81(3) 0.80 0.80 -, o.. 83 
VC 0.78(1) 0.80 0.80 
VC 0.78(2) 0.78 -0.77 0.63 
VC 0-73(l) 0.75 0.73 
VC 0.73(2) 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.35 
vc 0.65 0.65 
A correlation between the determined compositions 
and the optical microstructure and phase equilibria 
relationships, is given in section'3.3. 
Gas fusion analyses were carried out-to determine 
the oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen content of the 'as-grown' 
crystals, but widely scattered results were 'obtained as 
indicated in Table 3.5. Low results were obtained on solid 
I 
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TABLE 
_3_. 
5 
GAS ANALYSIS OF ALLOYS 
Nominal 
Composition 
Approximate 
distance 
Analyses ppm 
from initial 
zone "(mrm) Oxygen Nitrogen Hydrogen 
120 200 19 
VC 0.90 40 9o 115 15 
76 115 14 
vc 0.84 10 586 150 12 
vc o. 84 40 5066 100 4+7 
VC 0.78. 10 9251 80 . 
67 
VC 0.78 50 101117 80 92 
VC 0.73 60 2510 200 91 
samples which did not completely dissolve in the molten 
platinum bath, but the high results obtained when powdered 
material was used to overcome this dissolution problem are 
suspect due to the ease of contamination with oxygen during 
room-temperature storage. In view of'these complications 
it is difficult to decide whether the reported figures have- 
any value, but it may be significant that the sum of the 
vanadium and carbon chemical analyses invariably gave 
answers of less than 100%. It is thought, likely that the 
oxygen levels in the samples could be-of-the order of a few 
thousand p. p. m. whereas the nitrogen and hydrogen levels are 
probably much lower of the order of 100 to 200 p. p. m. This 
contamination probably occurred either in the room 
6 
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temperature blending of the powders or during the drying 
process following addition of the binding agent. 
3.3.2 Microstructure Of Crystals 
The microstructures of all the crystals produced 
were examined using conventional metallographic techniques. 
Thin slices of material were removed at selected points 
along the length of the crystal using either a 'Capco' 
diamond cut-off saw, or a Servomet spark machine. Materials 
with high melting points, "and 
poor electrical conductivity 
such as vanadium carbide (2680°c, resistivity approximately 
600 µ ohm m) are usually not amenable to the spark 
machining process, but these alloys machined satisfactorily 
and more-over high rates of material removed were possible. 
This was thought to be due to the brittle nature of the 
alloys which allowed local fragmentation of the material 
under the action of the spark. Thus faster rates of removal 
than with most'metals could be achieved, but when these very 
high rates of removal were used the material cracked. For 
this reason, most of the operations were carried out at much 
slower rates corresponding to range 5 or 6 on the 
conventional Servomet spark machine. 
Cutting with the diamond impregnated cut-off wheel 
also caused difficulties with cracking of the material, and 
for this reason was rarely used. 
The cut sections were mounted in an epoxy resin 
and polished, using standard metallurgical techniques., on 
silicon carbide grinding papers, and nylon cloths impregnated 
with diamond paste. The sections were etched prior to 
y. 
examination in a Zeiss tUltraphotl optical microscope using 
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both reflected and polarised light. The etch normally used, 
consisted of 3 parts nitric acid, 1+ parts acetic acid and 
1 part hydrofluoric acid. 
The zone melting technique for single crystal 
growth depends on the preferential growth of one grain from 
the polycrystalline region constituting the initially 
solidified zone. This process is illustrated in fig. 3.3 
which shows the transition during the growth process from a. 
sintered polycrystalline porous feed rod sample to a fully 
dense single crystal. Unless the material is a pure metal 
or a congruently melting compound, compositional variations 
will occur on melting which is the basis for conventional 
-one refining techniques. ' If a solid rod of for example 
composition VC 0-78 
is melted the initial solid depositing 
,. "should, have a composition of VC0.83 under equilibrium 
melting conditions As the solidification process 
continues, the vanadium content of the solidifying material 
increases progressively until a condition of zone levelling 
is set up, when the cömposition of the solidifying rod is 
the same as that which is melting into the zone i. e. VC0 78. 
Under these conditions, the solidifying material will be of 
approximately constant composition and the final zone to 
solidify should have a composition of VC0.70 and should 
contain both the cubic VC and hexagonal V2C carbides. 
These ideas are shown to be substantially correct 
by observing compositional and microstructural changes along 
a crystal of nominal composition VC0-78 . Chemical analyses 
(Table 3.4) indicated that the composition after, 10 and 50 min 
zone travel respectively was VC0.78 and VC0.77, whereas the 
(n ) 
Fier. 3.3 Showin{; transition from Igo I. ycry:; i;:. illinc to 
single- crystal (a) initial molten zone 
(b) 15 nim zoned (c) 25 mm zoned. 
000 
ow, 
QTY 
iý4 
00, 
Fig. 3.11 Two phase WidinanstztLeit structure cons: isti. ng 
of platelets of V2C or ? '-VCI-x in a matrix of 
VC. Final solidifying zone of rod of starting 
composition VCO. 18. 
Viewed tinder 
x200 
xq 
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final zone composition was VC o. 63 which 
is well within the 
VC plus V2C phase field. Optical micrographs indicated that 
this alloy exhibited a single phase structure over most of 
the crystal length but that the final solidifying zone 
(fig. 3.4) showed a two phase structure. This region showed 
'a characteristic Widmanstätten structure due to the 
precipitation of V2C or possibly(-VC 1_X carbide phase during 
cooling on certain planes in the VC structure, The most 
probable interface planes are likely to be the close packed 
11111 VC and 100011 V2C planes which have close lattice 
matching. 
Metallographic examination of the structure in the 
vicinity of the final solidifying zone is also useful in 
determining the approximate composition of'the sample. if it 
can be assumed that a zone 
Thus an alloy-of nominally 
be single phase, over the m. 
the final solidifying zone 
microstructure (fig. 3.5). 
levelling process has taken place. 
VCC 90 is, found -on 'examination to 
ajority of its zoned length but 
also contains graphite in the 
The estimated composition of the 
final zone is VCO. 97, which 
if zone levelling has occurred 
would indicate an alloy composition of approximately VC0.881 
k which is in reasonablo agreement with the chemical analyses 
ranging from VC 0.87 to VC 0.90. 
The alloys all showed longitudionai compositional 
variations as expected from zone melting theories outlined 
briefly above, but few transverse compositional variations 
were detected. In the VC 0-75 alloy, the presence of the 
Tdidmanstätten phase was less pronounced in the surface 
layers than at the centre of the crystal indicating a 
compositional variation. However it is possible that this 
.. 0 
5ýý 
1_ -- r 
x ISO 
Fir, . 3.5 Final zone microstructure of alloy witli 
nominal starting composition VC0 90. 
Graphite is present in the microstructure. 
'I'w, -o phase i_ti VC, r <i] 
1.0y. 
The two phases are. V2C, arul VC. Viewed 
under polarised 1i tiL. 
x 100 
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effect could be due to the increased-cooling rate near to 
tho" surface. rather than to a compositional effect. 
Single crystals of alloys in the monocarbide 
phase field ranging in composition from VC0ý78 to VC0.90 
were produced. At all other compositions investigated two 
phase polycrystalline structures were formed. 
The VC0-73 alloy consisted of large polycrystals 
of single phase VC1_X in which V2C or t -VC1_X carbide had 
precipitated during cooling in a Widmastätten form similar 
to that shown in fig. 3.4. At lower carbon contents two 
phase structures were obtained as shown in fig. 3.6. The 
presence of V2C in these alloys can be detected by 
examination with polarised light because it is strongly 
birefringent due to its hexagonal structure e. g. see'fig. - 
3.4 or fig. 3.6. 
The presence of strongly brientedphases formed 
during cooling can also be detected in these lower carbon 
content alloys. Thus fig. 3.7 shows an oriented precipitate 
in the VC, 
_ 
matrix of an alloy showing the characteristic 
appearance of peritectic solidification. This micro - 
structure is seen in the final solidifying zone of the VC0.65 
alloy and consists of primary VC 1-x phase containing tho 
strongly oriented V2C or ý-VCi_X carbides, surrounded by a 
two phase structure of V2C in which further VC 1-x has formed 
during the cooling. 
The presence of an anisotropic superlattice in 
some of these alloys allows their examination under 
polarised light conditions when the differently oriented 
domains in the single phase material are revealed. The 
domain structure is only observed if a cleaved or highly 
I; pl`. 
ý ti 
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I 
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polished surface is examined (fig. 3.8). The identification 
of these domains serves as a useful indication of the alloy 
composition because previous investigators(4) had reported 
their existance at VC 0-83 and their absence at VC 0-75 and 
VCO. 88. ' This technique is also useful for revealing the 
presence of grain boundaries which are otherwise difficult 
to detect in these single phase materials. 
The final-zone of the VC 0.90 sample contained a 
highly oriented phase in addition to the VC and graphite 
phases. This took the form of angular precipitates (fig. 3.9) 
which strongly resemble the 'Mondrian' precipitates reported 
by Williams(5) in titanium carbide. These were originally 
thought to be due to graphite, but later work by Williams 
(6) 
and Venables(7) indicated that they were probably titanium 
boride platelets, which could be formed with boron impurity - 
levels as low as 200 p. p. m. The zone refining nature of the 
present crystal growth method would tend to concentrate such 
an impurity into the final zone, and such levels are possible. 
No positive identification of this phase was made, in the 
present work, and the formation of a new vanadium carbon 
phase precipitating at low temperatures cannot be ruled out. 
Examination of the final zone structure for other 
alloy compositions revealed similar oriented two phase 
i 
structures. However, these alloys are expected to contain 
V2C or C- VC1-x carbides as a second phase in the final 
zone region, and this is also known to form in a strongly 
(oriented 
manner8) . The response of these carbide phases 
to the acid etches used is similar to that of the borides 
so unambiguous identification is impossible. 
1r 'ý 
iJ 
x150 
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3.3.3 Density Determinations 
Density determinations were made on material in 
the pressed, sintered, and 'as grown'-conditions. A 
pyc nometric method was used with ethylene dibromide of 
specific gravity 2.17 at 200C as the liquid. Table 3.6 
shows the results for all the samples examined. 
TABLE 3.6 
DENSITY OF SAMPLES 
ýý 
Nominal Density of Material (kg/mxlo-3) 
Composition Pressed Sintered As-Grown 
vc 0.90 - 5. o8 5.66 
vc 0.84 5.02 5.64 
5.65 
"vc o. 81 4.89 5.06 5.64 
5.11 5.64 
5.64 
5.63 
vc 0.78 5.02 5.17 5.61 
4.90 5.63 
5.62 
5.63 
vc 0.73 4.67 5. o4 5.62 
5.05 5.63 
5.64 
vc o. 65 5.65 
VC 0.52 5.10 5.53 
vc o. 4.7 5.32 5.74 
5.81 
vc o. 45 5.22 
. 
5-34 5.74 
5: 31 
. 
_ _ 64 
Storms(9) reports the X-ray density of the VC 
phase as 5.649 at both phase boundaries (VC 0.88 and VC 0-72*) 
with a minimum value of 5.607 at a composition of VC 0-78* 
The density of the V2C phase is reported as 5.665 at 
VC01S0. The values agree broadly with the present results 
and indicate that a measurement of density alone cannot be 
used as a simple check on composition variation. However 
the density measurement provides a simple means of verifying 
the soundness of the. grown crystal by comparison with known 
values for sintered and fully dense material. 
I 
I 
L 
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CJTAPTPR FOUR 
EXAMINATION Or T; LE VANADIUM ;; ARflTI1Tý MUSE FIELD 
In this Chapter the microstructures and phase trans- 
formations occurring in the vanadium monocarbide phase field 
are examined. The experimental techniques used are discussed 
in section 1, and the 'as-grown' crystals examined in section - 
2. In the following sections, . 
the phase field Js sub-divided 
according to composition and structure, and the alloys 
examined as a function of heat treatment tempera. ture., Section - 
3 deals with alloys containing the ordered V8C7 superlattice 
whereas section 4 examines alloys, near to the V1FC3composition. 
Alloys: based on the ordered V6C5compound are described in 
section 51 and. finally in, section 6 alloys containing both 
V6C and V8C7 are discussed. 
4 
.1 
Experimental Techniques, 
4.1.1 Specimen Preparation For Electron Microscopy 
As outlined in section 3.2 and 3.3 single crystals 
were obtained with compositions ranging from VCCý7? to VCC. 90 
i. e. effectively covering the whole of the mouocarbido phase 
field. Transverse slices, approximately lmm thick, were out 
from these crystals by spark machininG at such points as to 
ensure that the material was sinGle phase and of known 
composition. 
Vanadium carbide is an electrical conductor and 
therefore can be thinned, prior to electron microscope 
examination by electropolishinG techniques. The standard 
p. t. f. e. holder method, which uses samples in the form of 
3mm diameter discs, was found to be the most suitable for 
this material. The discs were prepared from the thin slices 
L 
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of material by spark machining-using a copper tube 
as the work tool. 
The structures of , 
the alloys were examined both 
in the 'as-grown' state, and after various equilibrating 
vacuum heat treatments. These were carried out on discs 
of selected material in a resistance heated horizontal tube 
vacuum furnace. Vacuum levels throughout the. ännealing 
-5 
treatments were better than 1 x'10 torr. The discs were 
cooled rapidly in an attempt to maintain the equilibrium 
structure characteristic of the annealing temperature. 
Electropolishing was carried out at room temperature 
in a 5% solution of sulphuric acid in methanol at approx- 
imately 20 volts. Polishing was continued until the first 
perforation appeared in the centre of the disc specimen, 
which was washed in methanol and dried. The samples could 
subsequently be stored in air at room temperature-without- 
deterioration. .I 
4.1.2 Electron Microscopy 
The polished samples were examined in a JEM 7 or 
JEM 200 electron microscope operating at 100 and 200 kv 
respectively and both equipped with 300 tilting stages. 
In transmission electron microscopy the. image can 
be formed when either the transmitted beam (bright field 
image) or the diffracted beam (dark field image) passes 
through a small aperture in the objective lens. The 
objective aperture can be translated in a plane perpendicular 
to the electron beam direction 9 and is either positioned 
axially to intersect the main beam or non-axially to include 
any of the numerous possible diffracted beans. The dark field 
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technique has been widely used 1n this work and will there- 
fore be described in more detail. 
The quality of the image obtained by displacing 
the aperture in the simple way described above and observing 
the image with, a non-axial diffracted beam is poor. In 
addition it falls off rapidly as the distance of the 
diffracted beam from the axial position increases ( i. e. 'as 
the order of reflection increases) duo mainly to increased 
spherical aberration of the objective lens. For. high 
resolution work a method of tilting the illumination must be" 
employed so that the diffracted, beam passes axially down. 
the microscope column. This is known as the 'gun-tilts. or 
'beam-tilt' method and the simple technique is referred to 
as 'aperture.. displacement'. 
In the 'gun-tilt' method. the incident beam is 
deflected electromagnetically by means of two coils so that a 
selected diffracted beam passes along the optic axis. It 
is possible in this way to tilt the beam so that any 
diffracted beam can pass along the axis. The'technique has 
additional advantages because greater resolution is possible, 
because the inelastically scattered beams make a smaller 
contribution to the image and therefore chromatic aberration 
is reduced. Furthermore the association of certain regions 
in the structure (often of extremely small size) with certain 
diffracted beams can be made because of the enhanced contrast 
in these regions when imaged with the particular diffracted 
beam. Thus by examination in a number of such diffracted 
beams the regions in the microstructure giving rise to 
particular diffracted spots can be identified. 
E 
t: 1 
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In practice gun-tilting is often difficult and 
time consuming especially if a large number of reflections 
are to be examined. Thus preliminary searching experiments 
are usually carried out using the displaced aperture 
technique, and precise analyses, when these are indicated, by 
using the gun-tilt method. The image forming ray makes an 
angle of twice the Bragg angle with the optic axis in 
displacement dark field images, and this leads to large 
spherical aberration in the image. If the accelerating 
voltage of the microscope is increased the Bragg angles will 
be correspondingly smaller, and the dark field images of 
correspondingly better quality. Sahashi(l) has shown that 
at high voltage (>"! 00 kv) aberrations are much reduced, and 
are almost negligable at 1000 kv for low order reflections, 
enabling high resolution images to be obtained simply and 
quickly by the displaced aperture technique. Noticeable 
improvements in the dark field displaced aperture images 
have been obtained for low order reflections on changing 
from 100 to 200 kV accelerating potentials. The techniques 
described have been used in an analysis of the structure 
throughout the vanadium-carbon phase field described in the 
following sections. 
4.2 Structure Of 'As-Grown' Crystals 
ý. r 
Optical microscope examination (section 3.3.2) had 
indicated that the monocarbide phase field could be broadly 
divided into three regions based on microstructural appear- 
ance and composition. Intermediate compositions near to 
VC0.83 were characterised by the presence of a domain 
structure when viewed under polarised light conditions 
_70.. 
(see fig. 3.8) which was absent in alloys of both higher 
and lower carbon contents. Lower carbon content alloys 
(VC0.73) often contained a small amount of second phase in 
the microstructure which had presumably formed by a solid 
state reaction during cooling 
(see fig. 3.4). The third 
region-consisted of alloys near to the upper carbide graphite 
boundary which showed no distinguishing features in a single 
phase structure. Graphite was however present in some of 
the alloys of highest carbon content. 
Electron microscope examination of the alloys 
confirmed that this preliminary division of the phase field 
was justified, and. the electron diffraction patterns 
supported this conclusion. Thus at intermediate compositions 
long range order was detectable with diffraction patterns 
consistent(2) with the presence of V6C5 
(fig. 1E. 2.1) whereas 
at higher'carbon contents the presence of an ordered super- 
lattice which was different from V6C5 was indicated by the 
diffraction evidence (fig. UE. 2.2). At lower carbon contents 
no long range order was detected. 
Some samples especially those within the inter- 
ý, 
mediate composition range, showed a variety of structural 
differences within narrow compositional limits. Thus quite 
marked differences in the size of the long range ordered 
domains, and in the substructure within the domains,. wore 
obtained. Some alloys contained a high proportion of 
striations within domains, which led to profuse streaking in 
the diffraction patterns (fig.!. 2.3) whereas others contained 
fewer striations or small regions entirely free from striations 
The possibility of another form of order being present in 
1E, 2,1 Diffraction Putern from VC alloy. 
110 rattern c(-)n9 i_s terit with presence of 
V6Cr. supcrlatt i_ce. 
_1.1.0 ripots not 
consistent Wi til Elie flT E , icc of V(C 
5' 
I'i{r" 1+. 2.3 Diffractioii pattrrrns from VC, ". IaoYS S}+p; v.;. p 
prort?:; C str. enki. rg iii aclcli. tion to 11 10 sitar- ra_ýý. ttIce 
5I'0 sý 
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this composition range perhaps only within a-certain 
temperature range, was indicated by the appearance of extra 
spots in certain diffraction patterns. 
These variations indicated that very small 
compositional changes. corresponding to c/v ratios of approx- 
imately 0.2 were having a profound effect on"the structure. 
However, it is known that different parts of the 'as-grown' 
single crystals receive different heat-treatments and 
cooling rates because of the method chosen for crystal 
growth. Thus these heat treatment differences could also 
possibly account for some of the observed structural 
variations. In view of this it was decided to anneal the 
samples under standard conditions prior to examination, in 
an attempt to obtain near equilibrium structures to aid the, 
correlation of microstructure and composition. 
In the following sections 4.3 to 4.6 the relation- 
ship between structure and composition in the vanadium mono- 
carbide phase-field will be discussed in greater detail. 
The effect of temperature on the structural stability will 
also be considered. 
4.3 The V8C7 Superlattice 
4.3.1 Electron Diffraction 
The X-ray work of de Novion et al 
(3) 
had shown 
that an ordered structure existed at a composition of VC 0.88 
(4) 
and this had been confirmed by Russian workers. The 
structure of the ordered phase was reported as cubic with a 
unit cell approximately twice that of the parent. rocksalt 
structure and the vacancy positions as outlined in section - 
L, 
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1.3 and fig. 1.4. The calculated Id' spacings for this 
superlattice are shown in Table 4.3.1 below. 
TABLE 4.3.1. 
h. k. 1. 
0 
d in A Intensity 
110 5.894 vW 
111 4.812 vw 
210 3.727 W 
222 2.406 vs 
(111 primary) 
320 2.311 W 
'too 2.083 vs 
(200 primary) 
520-432 1.548 w 
440 1.473 Vs 
(220 primary) 
622 1.256 s 
(311 primary) 
630-542 1.242 V 
1t1l1E 1.203 W 
(222 primary) 
Electron diffraction patterns obtained from alloys 
in the composition range VC0.87 to VC0.90 are shown in fig. - 
1i. 3.1 for specimens in which the electron beam is nearly 
parallel to <100> <110> <111> and 
<112> diroctions. 
Accompanying each photograph are the predicted diffraction 
patterns from the superlattice of de Novion et al and their 
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experimentally determined X-ray diffraction data. It can 
be seen that broad agreement between the predicted and 
actual data is obtained but the electron diffraction 
patterns contain a number of extra spots. All of these 
extra spots can however be accounted for by the occurrence 
of. double diffraction. Double diffraction occurs because 
diffracted beams are formed inside the specimen which can 
act as new sources-for further diffraction by the crystal. 
The resulting extra spots in the diffraction pattern can be 
obtained by translating the primary pattern withq outn 
rotation so that the origin corresponds with the diffraction 
spots of the primary pattern. Some of the translations 
will coincide with existing primary pattern spots modifying 
their intönsities but others will form new spots. Thus all 
spots of the form hl 
± h2, k11 k2,, ll± 
2 
re possible double 
diffraction spots where hlkll 1 and h2k2l2 are any two allowed 
primary spots. The positivQ identification of double 
diffraction spots in diffraction patterns can be made by 
tilting the sample about :a reciprocal lattice vector contain- 
ing the spots, when double diffraction spots disappear where- 
as true diffraction spots do not. Thus within the com- 
position range VC o. 87 
to VC 0.90 the alloys are ordered and 
the diffraction data is consistent with the occurrence of 
the V8C7 superlattice. Examination of the diffraction 
patterns from samples annealed in th: K: " temperature' range 
6000to 1200°C were identical to those described above 
although some microstructural changes did occur (see soction- 
1.3.5). 
\ý. 
I 
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4.3.2 Domain Structure 
Ordering usually occurs as a nucleation and 
growth process from a disordered matrix, with the two phases 
often sharing a common lattice with relatively small 
distortions . The dimensions of the ordered unit cell are 
often multiples of the disordered cell. The ordered phase 
is characterised by specific atoms occupying a specific sub- 
lattice of thencrystal, but there is no reason why any 
particular. sublattice should be chosen from the many avail- 
able by the nucleating ordered phase. Thus separately 
nucleated domains will grow and eventually touch each other, 
forming a metastable structure of anti-phase domains just 
like the grains in a polycrystalline material. Between each 
domain there may exist an anti-phase boundary (A. P. B. ) or 
'out of step' relationship. The shape of the boundaries is 
determined by the condition that the total boundary energy 
should be a minimum. Thus if the A. P. B. energy is anisot-, 
ropic a rearrangement of the boundaries will occur so that 
they lie parallel to low energy planes. In order that such 
a system be stable and fill space without the domains 
combining and consuming each other there must be at least 
four different possible types of domain 
(5). 
This condition 
is determined by the number of sublattices available and 
the symmetry of the ordered structure. Thus in practice 
the formation of such a 'foam structure' of domains is 
possible in all common ordered structures except for the 
ß-brass type (ß2 type suporlattice) in which only two 
types of domain are possible. - 
If two parts of a crystal can be derived one from 
I -, 
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the other by means of a translation defined by a lattice 
vector of the disordered crystal, but not of the ordered 
crystal, the interface between two such parts is known as 
an anti-phase boundary (A. P. B. ). There are two possible 
types of anti-phase at such a domain boundary, one where 
the vector lies in the plane of the boundary and the other 
I 
where the vector does not lie in the plane of, the boundary. 
These are described by Marcinkowski 
(() 
as anti-phase vectors 
of the f_irst°, and second kind respectively. One difference 
between them is that the production of an anti-phase of the 
first kind does not create a nett change in wrong nearest 
neighbours across the boundary, while the removal of a plane- 
of atoms, which is required for the out of step of the second 
kind, means that an increase in the number of wrong nearest 
neighbours. across the boundary is produced. Thus these two 
types of anti-phase have different A. P. D. energies the first 
type being of lower energy. . In one dimensional long period 
superlattices in f. c.. c. alloys (discussed later in section - 
4.5.10 the anti-phase is always of the first kind. The 
general relationship can be expressed in the following way, 
" If the anti-phase domain boundary is characterised by{h k l} 
and the out of step vector (u vw> then for the first kind 
of anti-phase - 
hu + kv + lw =0 (1) 
" whereas for the second kind of anti-phase 
hu + kv = ltv X. 0 (2 
risher and Narcinkowski(A have shown that the 
stacking faults contrast theory developed by Whelan and 
Ilirsch(8) can be extended to the case of anti-phase 
L_ 
II 
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boundaries in superlattices because the images of both types 
of defect- are due to phase contrast. An A. P. B. is character- 
ised by a constant displacement vector P, and the contrast 
is determined by the phase changes ix = 2u-. R occurring when 
the electrons traverse the defect (LI is the reciprocal 
lattice vector for the operating reflections). Thus the 
intensity distribution associated with electron waves will 
consist of alternate light and dark fringes for certain 
values of Oc, and the fault vector R . 
can be determined using 
an analysis of j. R and by noting the invisibility of fringes 
in certain reflections. Care inust be excercised in this 
type of analysis because the extinction distanced may be 
large compared with the foil thickness, when fringes will be 
absent. The extinction distance is given by the expression 
_ na3cose 
(3) 
XF 
whereA is the relativistically corrected wave length of the 
electrons, and r is the structure factor for a unit cell of- 
edge length a4 associated with a reflection r and can be 
written as 
F= 
Z 
fexp (--2nie. rý ) (4 ) 
where f is the atomic scattering factor associated with the 
nth atom located at ri in the unit cell. 
Ordered structures usually exhibit two well defined 
types of reflection characterised by the structure factors 
"r f_ (fA + fu) (5 ) 
rs=S (fA - fß ) (6) 
where the subscripts f and s refer to the fundamental and 
superlattice reflections, S is the long range order parameter 
w. 
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of Bragg and Williams 
(9) 
which has a value of 1 for a fully. 
F- ýýr<ös6w`-i 
ordered alloy and 0 for a disordered alloy, and , fA and,;, 
are the atomic scattering factors for atoms A and ß in the 
alloy AD. These equations indicate that the structure 
factor associated with a superlattice reflection is much 
smaller than that of a fundamental reflection, and there- 
fore from equation 3 the corrc3sponding extinction distance 
is relatively large. These distances are usually in excess 
0 
of 2000A and therefore the fringe spacing observed at A. P. B's" 
0 
corresponds-to a depth periodicity of approximately 10001\ 
near the exact Bragg condition which is typically the thick- 
ness of the thin foils for microstructural examination. Thus 
the contrast usually consists of a single dark or bright 
region rather than as a set of fringes characteristic of 
stacking faults(8). 
The intensity of the suporlatticc reflectians is 
given 
IerlFlýclSZ(iA - . 
fß)2 (7) 
and examination shows that this will be extremely weak if 
the degree of order is small, or if the atomic scattering 
factors of the elements involved are similar e. c. Cu Zn. 
The intensity of the fundamental rE Plections will be much 
greater since the structure factor terns involved are 
additive i. e. 
12,0( 
S2 (fll_ý 11)2 ý8ý 
The oriCinal theory of Fisher and Marcinlcowski 
(7 
did not include the effect of anomalous absorption, but 
later workers 
(lOa, lOb)iiave 
considered the effect both of 
different absorption parameters, and of deviation from the 
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Bragg reflecting position, on the image profiles for a 
number of values of the phase angle ( 0, 
?3 
and irr). 
Many beam dynamical calculations of the effect of systematic 
multiple reflections on the image profiles have also been 
reported 
(11)* 
Examination of the proposed structure for VSC7 
indicated that anti-phase boundaries with fault vectors of 
the type a'/4 <110) and a/12 <112> are possible (see fin. 
1+. 3.2). Table 11.3.2 lists values of a calculated for these 
possible fault vectors in various reflections, which can 
be used to facilitate, an analysis of R. 
TAPT, E i. 3.2 
hid R Q r 
ä 
110 +n0 3 2, o 
]. lls n 0 +2rr .70 
210s + Tr 3 Tr .. 
- 
, rr +5n ý+ Tr + rr ,0 
220 
T<10 ±n0 12<112> ± Tr n±2u ,0 s 3 
222 0 
!1r ±ý 
00 nß 37 
400 0 2T , 
±. L 
3 
3303 ß3o + jTT -r n1 IT 0 
440 0- + ! 4. n+ 2n 0 m 
Inspection shows that it shmild be possible to 
distinguish between the two types of, fault by exaniinaL; ion 
in 222,400, or 440 reflections since Faults of the typc 
aA <110> should be invisible for all reflections of this type, 
ýd 
. ý. _. _ 
-'1 
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4.3. Z. 
PC SS I ßLE ANTI - PHASE VECTORS IN THE V8 C7 
SUPERLATTICE . 
PROJECTION OF CARSON ATOMS 
ON CLOSE PACKEC) t L111 PLANES. THE 
VANADIUM ATOMS ARE NOT SHOWN. 
OCCUPIED CARBON ATOM 51TE 
D UNOCCUPIED CARBON ATOM SITE. 
1+7 [_Z UNOCCUPIED ATOM SITES IN {111} PLANE 
ABOVE AND BEI. CW REFERENCE PLANE. 
L 
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4.3.3 
. 
Microstructural Observations 
All alloys in the composition range VC o. 87 to 
VC 0.90 exhibited a 
'foam structure' of ordered domains under' 
suitable imaging conditions (fig. 4.3.3). If a large number 
of superlattice reflections could contribute to the image, 
su¢h as when the electron beam was parallel to a prominent 
zone axis, then the anti-phase boundaries were clearly out- 
lined and contained a number of fringes. However, imaging 
under normal two-beam conditions with a superlattice 
reflection operating revealed the boundaries as single light 
or dark bands as predicted in section 
11.3.2 above (fig 4.3; 4) 
The domain boundaries did not show any strong tendancy to 
lie parallel to any particular crystallographic plane. An 
analysis of the fault vectors following Table 
4.3.2 indicates 
that the fault vectors are of the type 
a1 <110> since no 
fringes were seen with 222,400 or 440 reflections operating. 
The shape of the domains and the formation of a character - 
istic foam structure are consistent with a multiplicity of 
vectors of the type 
a /4 <110> 
. 
The dark field analysis of such structures is 
complicated by the presence of large numbers of double 
diffraction spots and by the close proximity of the spots. 
The double diffraction spots can be identified by tilting 
about a reciprocal lattice vector containing these spots 
when they should disappear but with the present conditions 
this is experimentally very difficult to accomplish. The 
dark field micrographs shown in fig. '1.3.5 illustrate 
extinction for certain A. P. B's with the indicated operating 
reflections. All analyses are consistent with anti-phase 
vectors of the type a/4 110) 
Eý0.4.3.3. 
FOAM STRiJCTURE CF A. P. B's IN 
VCo"e7_ 
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4.3.4 Dislocations In V8C7 
In addition to the thermal A. P. B's discussed in 
the previous section other A. P. B's can be formed by the 
passage of a dislocation through an ordered structure. It 
is energetically feasible for dislocations to pass through 
ordered structures in pairs (known as super-dislocations) 
and of necessity the region between the dislocations is an 
A. P. B. In the V8C7 structure the possible types of dis - 
locations are listed in Table 11.3.3. (with reference to the 
vanadium sublattice). 
TABLE 4.3.3 
Type of 
Dislocation Disordered Ordered V8C 
Perfect a/2 <110> a>, (110> 
Shockley partial -a/6 <112> a/12 <112_> 
Frank partial a/3 <111> a/6 <113> 
where at is lattice parameter of V C structure, 8- T 
During examination of the V8C7 alloys, few dis 
locations were seen except in isolated subgrain boundaries 
(fig. 1.3.6). Such dislocations were paired and had burgers 
vectors of the same sign as evidenced by the black and white 
oscillations at the ends of adjacent dislocations being the 
same(12) as would be expected for super-dislocations. ' Under 
suitable imaging conditions A. P. fIs could be seen between 
the paired dislocations fit;. 4.3.7 which also shows A. P. n's 
terminating on dislocations in the boundary. 
ti 
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Occasionally very long straight A. P. D's were seen- 
(fig. 4.3.8) which are usually indicative of dislocation 
produced boundaries as opposed to the more irregularly 
shaped thermal A. P. B. composing the 'foam structures. 
4.3.5 Order Disorder Critical Temperature For V8C7 
The effect of heat treatment on the ordered 
structure was investigated by examining samples annealed for 
100 hours in the temperature range 700 to 1200°C. No change 
in the 'foam structure' or in the diffraction patterns was 
seen following such treatments at temperatures up to 1070°C. 
However, following 1130 and 1200C treatments a marked °° 
reduction in the domain size was detected. Since the samples 
were rapidly cooled during these treatments, to ensure the 
examination of near equilibrium structures, it was thought 
that the small domain size was a consequence of quenching 
from the disordered state at an insufficient rate to 
suppress the ordering reaction. Thus the order disorder 
temperature of the alloys VC 0-87 to VC 0.90 
is likely to be 
in the temperature range 1070°C to 1130°C. This is in 
approximate agreement with some Russian work 
(13) 
where a 
break in the curve relating enthalpy and temperature occurred 
at 1120°C in a VC0.92 alloy. Examination of an alloy in 
the shot stage' of the 100 kv electron microscope up to the 
maximum stage operating temperature of 1000°C failed to 
produce any change in the microstructure or diffraction 
pattern. 
s r, 
N 
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4.4 Lower Carbon Alloys (c/v < 0.75 
4.4.1 Electron Diffraction 
No long range order was detectable in diffraction 
patterns from 'as-grown' alloys in the composition range 
VC 0.70 to VC 0.75 but they were characterised by the presence 
of diffuse intensity bands (fig. 4. l. 1). *The occurrence of 
such diffraction effects indicates that the carbon atom 
distribution is not completely random in these alloys, and 
moreover the fact that-intensity-maxima occur at ++ 
positions (with respect to the f. c. c. reciprocal lattice) 
means that the arrangement of carbon atoms is different on 
alternate (1111 planes. The diffraction effects are not 
modified by heat treating the alloys and are thought to 
represent a stable equilibrium stato for the system which will 
subsequently be' referred to as the S-state. Similar diffuse 
banding has been seen by Bell 
(14) 
in VO and TiN, by Hollox 
and Venables(15) in TiC-VC alloys, and by Watanabe et a1! 
16) 
in TiO where it was attributed to the presence of a form of 
short range order. 
Comparison of the diffraction patterns with those 
associated with the fully ordered V6C5 compound reported 
at VC 0.84 indicates that 
the bands intersect prominent 
reciprocal lattice vectors close to long range order spot 
positions e. g. . 
'-z z It f3o (fig. 4.4.1 ) 
o. When discussing 
this compound (and its relationship with the parent lattice) 
it is often helpful to use indices referred to the cubic 
parent lattice because indices for the superlattice are 
multiples of this. This does lead to the use of fractional 
indices but these are retained for convenience. However, as 
.y 
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in other systems, such as the nickel molybdenum system 
investigated by Ruedl et all 
7), the position where the 
diffuse regions intersects the reciprocal lattice vector 
does not exactly coincide with the position of-the long 
range order spots. which subsequently form (e. g. 33 o). 
Deam heating experiments in the electron micro- 
scope did result in the formation of long range order spots. 
This was originally thought to be a heat treatment effect 
due to the rise in temperature of the sample, but extensive 
annealing experiments(up to 200 hours on 'as-grown' material 
before electropolishing)at temperatures in the range of° 
6000 to'12000C failed to reproduce the long range order. A 
more likely explanation-is that vanadium evaporation 
occurred at'the high temperature generated by the beam 
heating, which resulted in in effective local increase in 
carbon content, thereby adjusting the composition into a 
region of the phase field where long range ordered phases 
were stable. This was confirmed in later experiments when 
an alloy of composition VC 0.72 was severely beam heated, 
and developed long range order spots consistent with the 
presence of the ordered compound V8C7 i. e. the composition 
had been locally adjusted to VC 0.87 or above, Similar 
compositional changes have been observed by Iiollox(18) in 
beam heated samples. 
4.1E. 2 Microstructure 
Optical metallography had indicated that at VCDo75 
the material was single phase but that precipitates of 
either V2C or VC 1_X formed at slightly lower carbon 
contents e. g. (see section 3.3.2). These observations 
A 
8L 
were confirmed in the electron microscope examination of 
the gas-grown' material. 
At VC 
0-75 the alloy was single phase with few 
distinguishing features and exhibited banding in the 
diffraction pattern as outlined above. One possible 
explanation of the diffuse banding is that it is associated 
with the presence of extremely small long range ordered 
domains. Very careful examination of high resolution dark 
field images, obtained by tilting the beam so that the 
objective aperture. was filled with the maximum intensity 
region of the diffuse bands, failed to detect the presence 
of small ordered domains. 
At slightly lower carbon contents e. g. VC 0.73 
large numbers of fringed faults were observed (fig. 4.1E. 2). 
The fringe contrast obtained with the faults is similar to 
that associated with stacking faults in f. c. c. materials in' 
which the phase angle c)4 for electrons changes by 
± 2J1 
when traversing the fault plane. It is different from that 
associated with the usual type of anti-phase boundary for 
which o(= 7T . Thus the fringes are symmetric in bright and 
asymmetric in dark field, and additional fringes form at tho 
centre of the faults as the foil thickness increases, 
Diffraction patterns associated with these faulted regions 
contained only spots associated with the face centred cubic 
vanadium carbide phase, no precipitate or superlattice spots 
could be detected. 
It can be shown by trace analysis of different 
sections that all the faults lie on {111} planes. Thus in 
a foil with a [110] normal (such as seen in fig. 4.1+. q) 
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faults on (111) and (111) planes are readily visible (for 
example see A) because they lie at 550 to the electron beam. 
The faults ' lying' on the (Tu ) and (lTl) planes are seen edge 
on since these planes are parallel to, the electron beam 
(e. g. at B). The fringe invisibility criteria demonstrated 
by the faults, viz invisibility for g= 220-and 113 and 
contrast for g= 111 and 002, is consistent with a fault 
vector R=±3 [ill] characteristic of a stacking fault in 
the metal atom sublattice on {111} planes. 
The origin of stacking fault contrast in the 
electron microscope depends on the. phase change introduced 
into the electron wave-in traversing the fault(19). Complete 
dynamical calculations with the effects of absorption have 
been considered, and allow the nature of the faults to be 
determined. Thus Hashimoto et'al. 
(20) 
showed that as a 
result of absorption the nature of the outermost fringes in 
the bright field image were determined only by the sign of 
the phase angle of . On a positive print these fringes are 
light if o( is positive i. e. of <W, and dark if o( is negative 
01 
i. e. 27r 
4tCl > 7' . Thus if the sign of oC and the sense g 
with respect to the fault planeave known then the sense of 
the fault vector R can be determined. Govers et al(z 
1) have 
further simplified this procedure whereby the nature of the 
faults can be determined simply from examination of the dark 
field image and the diffraction pattern regardless of the 
inclination of the fault. The bright and dark field images 
of a large single fault are shown in fig. 4.4.3 for a 111 
reflection. The rule of Gevers indicates that the fault is 
intrinsic. A large number of faults were examined and all 
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were found to be of the same type. 
As well as the large extended faults, some much 
smaller. faults were also visible (see for example C in ' 
fig. 1.4.3). The contrast exhibited by these faults 
indicated that they were of similar type to the. larger 
faults. Certain samples contained numbers of overlapping 
(22) 
faults which complicates the fringe patterns obtained 
e. g. two closely spaced intrinsic faults have similar fringe 
profiles to an extrinsic fault. The partial dislocations 
bounding faults on (1111 planes in f. c. c. lattices can be 
either of the Frank or Shockley typos with Burgers vectors 
a/3 ý111ý or 
a/6 <112> respectively. It is possible to 
distinguish between these by careful examination of the 
visibility criteria with a number of different operating 
reflections. A foil with a (110) orientation is suitable 
for such an analysis and in order to avoid complications 
due to overlapping effects(22) it is most suitable to 
choose a large single fault for examination. 
Considering a fault lying on a (lii) plane then 
possible Burgers vectors are 
a/6 [211] 
, 
a/6 [121] and 
a/6 [112] for Shockley dislocations and a/3 [111] for a 
Frank dislocation. Table 1,4.1 (taken from Hirsch et al. 
(19) 
lists the values of g. b fdr these Durg ,, e. rs vectors and 
four 
possible. operating reflections for a [110]direction parallel 
to the electron beam. A partial for which g. b =0 or 
*- is 
predicted to be invisible whereas one for which g. b =± ýý or"± 1 
is predicted to be visible. 
Lý 
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x+ 
. 
4.1 TABLE 
Reflection b Shockley 1/6 [711] 
Shockley 
1/6 [173] 
Shockley 
1 /6 [112] 
Frank 
1/3 [1111 
1 11 2/3 1/3 -1/3 
1%3 
iz1 -i/3 2/3 -1/3 
1/3 
o 0.2 
1/3 1/3 
-2/3 
2/3 
2? 0 -1 +1 0 0 
Fig. 4.4.4 illustrates the visibility criteria 
obtained from dislocations bounding a single fault in a 
VC0.73 alloy. Dislocations are visible in images formed 
with a 220 reflection and invisible for 002 reflection 
which is consistent with the behaviour of the first two 
dislocations in the table, and indicates that the dis - 
locations are of the Shockley and not the Frank type. How- 
ever, an edge dislocation can give rise to contrast even if 
g. b =0 because it produces a displacement normal to the 
slip plane and in order to ensure complete invisibility the 
parameter m must also be zero (mýg. bAu where u is unit' 
vector along the positive direction of the dislocation line). 
5ilcock and Tunstall(23) examined the contrast from Frank' 
dislocations under conditions where g. b =0 and m=0.2 
and obtained charactoristic'spotty eontrastf. This type of 
contrast is very different from the contrast obtained here 
with g. b =0i. e. 220 reflection. In addition the contrast 
obtained varies with orientation (fig. 4.4. It(b)) which is 
inconsistent with b=1 [lll] where the two dislocation 
segments would be symmetrically oriented with respect to 
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both b and 
ja 
22O. 
The reversal in visibility from 111 to 111 
reflectionsdistinguishes between the two remaining Shockley 
partial dislocations and for this particular case 
b= a/6[211]. Other analyses confirm that the dislocations 
are always of similar type. 
The dislocations in transition metal carbides are 
1 
usually undissociated(2}) indicating a high stacking fault 
energy. This is tue of all compositions above VC 0-75. in 
these alloys i. e. as the alloy becomes more nearly stoichio- 
metric. However, within this narrow compositional range the 
stacking fault energy is obviously drastically reduced 
because the faults are often widely extended. -Stacking 
faults have been observed previously in cubic carbides by 
(25) 
in tantalum carbide at similar compositions Martin et al. 
(z6) 
to the present pbservations, and by Venables in titanium 
carbide of nearly stoichiometric composition. In the latter 
case the faults were only present in boron doped (100ppm) 
crystals, and were, of the extrinsic type whereas in the 
former case intrinsic faults were formed in TaC0.75 of high 
purity. The extrinsic faults were nuclei for subsequent 
titanium boride precipitation. The present crystals are of 
high purity and are expected to contain boron levels. 
-Much 
lower than those in Vonablos sample (of. tho order of a few 
ppm). The stacking faults were seen in a number of crystals 
all grown within the narrow composition range VC 0.72 to 
VC 0.75 and were not seen at any other alloy composition. 
Since all the starting powder materials were similar, the 
possibility of boron being associated with the faults in a 
'allf- 
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nucleation mechanism for vanadium boride preciptation 
appears extremely unlikely. According to zone melting 
theory any boron present in the alloy should. be concentrated 
in the final zone, and as discussed briefly in section 3.3 
evidence for precipitation of additional phases was seen in 
this region (see for instance fig. 3.9 ). Electron micro- 
scope examination, of such regions did show evidence for 
boride precipitation but the form of the precipitation process 
(extremely small precipitates) differed markedly from the 
present microstructures containing the stacking faults. 
4.4.3 Formation Of Other Ordered Phases 
I 
Examination of alloys of lower carbon content 
indicated that the fault density increases with decrease in 
carbon content, and the microstructures develop an appear - 
ance characteristic of Wtifidmanstätten precipitates on, 
(111} 
planes (fig. Z. 4.5). At this stage the preparation of thin 
sections for electron microscopy is difficult due to differ- 
ential electropolishing effects between precipitate and 
matrix. Techniques based on cleaving small regions from the 
samples also proved largely unsuccessful 
Iri view of the inability to conclusively confirm 
the existance of r phase by electron diffraction, a number 
of samples were examined by powder X-ray diffraction tech - 
niques. The patterns were indexed and the calculated d- 
spacings compared with published values(27) for vanadium 
carbide (VC), divanadium carbide (V2C) and zeta phase (r )(28). 
0 
The results are shown in Table 11.11.2 (all values are in A and 
intensity values are estimated, the strongest lines are 
underlined). 
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TAF31, r 4. tt. 2 
Sample . 
VCn. 65annea1 60 cd 
Intensity -. -Phase VC vz C 
2.50 (11) 
2.5.2 (w) 
2.47 w 2.118 (w) 
2.38 M 2.37 (w) 2.4o(VS) 
2.32 (vs) 
2_30 VS 2_30 (VS) 2.28 (11) 
2.20 W 2.19 (VS) 
2.111 v3 2.13 (vs) 
2.06 M 2. OR(VS) 
2.011 (M) 
1.86 1. -87 (M) 
1.79 (w) 
(s) 
1.63 (w) 
1.56 if 1.56 (M) 
1.1}_ vs 1.46 (vs) 1.47 (ri) .1 It (S) 
1.37 (S) 1,10 (S) 
1.36 
1.28 
1.23 1.26 (S) 1.25 (fr) 
The composition shows that this sample VC 0.65 
contained-an appreciable amount of r-phase associated with a 
much smaller amount of cubic VC phase. The hexagonal V2C 
phase was either completely absent or present in extremely 
small, quatities, a result disagreeing with Yvon and Parthý? 
gý 
who found that the three phases were always present in all 
O 
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samples examined. However, their samples were produced by 
hot pressing powder mixtures in graphite dies, and the 
formation of the c-phase occurred on the existing VC or 
V2C phase, and moreover was favoured by the presence of 
V2 C. Other samples with comparable compositions and heat 
treatments gave similar results but no precise details of 
the extent of the possible c-phase field with respect to 
composition and temperature limits could be made. However, 
the presence of c-phase was confirmed in alloys of VC o. 65 
composition showing the Widmanstätten type precipitate 
structure in the electron microscope. 
An-analysis of the observed defect structure 
suggests a dislocation mechanism for the nucleation of 
transformations principally involving a modification of the 
stacking sequence for the vanadium atom sublattice. 
As outlined in Chapterl, the cubic VC phase is 
replaced at lower carbon content by a structure with c. p. 
hexagonal metal atom stacking V2C. Yvon and Parthe(2 
) 
have 
recently determined the structure of an intermediate compound 
of approximate ; composition V4C3, and termed the c-phase, 
as trigonal (space group R7 m) which corresponds to the 
metal atom layer stacking sequence hhcc. Their X-ray 
diffraction analysis failed to identify any ordering in the 
carbon vacancy distribution. Recent electron diffraction 
work by Martin 
(29. ) 
on tantalum carbide indicates that in 
this system the carbon atom arrangement in the r-phase is 
ordered. 
Comparison of the metal atom arrangement in the 
V2C and r-phase structures shows that they may be considered 
1, 
4 
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as cubic structures with differently arranged stacking fault, 
distributions. Thus V2C is equivalent to a-structure with 
intrinsic faulting on. alternate 11111 layers of the cubic 
stacking sequence, and ý-phase to faulting on every fourth 
layer of the cubic sequence r. esulting in 12 close packed 
layers in the unit cell (fig. 1E. 4.6). The arrangement of 
atoms in 11111 planes of the perfect face centred cubic. 
structure of vanadium carbide may be written as - 
AYB', aCpAy sa CPA .... 
where following Frank and Nicholas(30) the stacking sequence 
of the carbon atom planes are designated by Greek letters - 
Ya (3' and the vanadium atom planes by Roman letters - 
AWC. For the non-stoichiometric structure some of the 
octahedral sites will remain-vacant and the electron' 
diffraction patterns from VC0-775 indicate a departure from 
random selection of these sites. An intrinsic fault in 
this perfect system may be written - 
Ay Ba C(3 AY} 3aAYBaCßA 
.... 
Fault formation may occur by the motion of a. 
Shockley partiäl dislocation in the metal atom sublattice 
which results in a relative displacements of the crystal 
parts above and below the fault of a/6 (117 on 
(ill) 
planes. 
This will. result in the sequence Da A indicative of the 
incorporation of a layer of carbon atoms in tetrahedral sites. 
Two mechanisms are possible for avoiding this unfavourable 
sequence. The first is the condensation of the non-stoichio- 
metric carbon vacancies in the fault plane to eliminate the 
tetrahedral co-ordinated atom layer resulting in the sequence 
... 
AYBOAYD... 
(Where O represents an unoccupied layer) 
"r L 
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which is characteristic of the compound V2C. An alternative , 
method of retaining the favoured octahedral co-ordination 
for the carbon atoms is given by the sequence 
AYBaCPAy BY AY Ba CPA... . 
This sequence cannot form by the simple shear 
motion of partial dislocations. It may however be formed 
via a mechanism derived from the suggested dissociation of 
dislocätionsin cubic transition metal carbides by Kelly and 
Rowcliffe(31). This is analogous to the process of 'synchro- 
shear' developed by Kronberg(32) for corundum 
(o(-A'203 ) and 
involves the motion of carbon atoms in interstices at the 
core of a Shockley dislocation in a direction at 600 to 
that for the metal atoms. This dislocation mechanism is 
equivalent to the hypothetical process of an independent 
translation of the tetrahedral layer into a new octahedral 
layer after the formation of an intrinsic fault in the 
f. c. c. vanadium atom structure, 
The first mechanism may be applied to the trans- 
formation from the non-stoichiometric VC to V2C having the 
stacking sequence; 
.... Ay BDAy 13 DA YD0 
This sequence may be produced from the cubic carbide by the 
glide of Shockley partial dislocations of similar Burgers 
vector on alternate close packed vanadium layers and the 
diffusion of carbon vacancies to the dislocation core. The 
expansion of the Shockley dislocation is then controlled by 
the diffusion rate of carbon atoms in vanadium carbide 
structure. The first part of this process, involving the 
f. c. c. to h. c. p. transformation is analogous to the poly- 
ký 
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morphic shear transformation found in cobalt(33) and has 
1 
been proposed by Thomas 
3}) 
to explain a similar trans - 
formation in an aluminium silver alloy. 
A transformation to the ý- t phase which involves a 
more complex metal_ stacking sequence may occur by a similar 
partial dislocation mechanism but in this case the shear- 
must occur on bvery fourth 11.111 vanadium atom layer to 
produce the hhcc. stackin{; sequence. If carbon atom 
vacancies are ordered, and occur preferentially in the plane 
of shear involved in the transformation, then the mechanism 
becomes similar to that for V2C. However, carbon vacancy 
orderinG has not been detected in the ý phase by Yvon and 
Parthe(? 
8)and 
the, most likely mechanism for the transform- 
ation then must involve the 'synchro-shoos' motion of the 
carbon atoms at the core of the partial dislocations 
producing the vanadium atom stacking modification. The 
resulting structure My be described by the sequence - 
AYBL YBaCPA. pCpAYfQCaUaC ....... 
in which the octahedral layers Produced by 'synchro-shear' 
are undlerlinedb The ý phase composition dictates that less 
than + of the octahedral sites are occupied by carbon atoms, 
and since the tendency to ordered occupancy is retained in 
the -cubic matrix carbide phase, it is possible- that this 
also occurs in the ý phase. The small volume of ý phase 
in thin sections precludes the detection of diffraction 
effects similar to, that obserý, ed in -fig. 4.11.1 for the 
cubic matrix. 
The ý Plinse has also been detected in the n3_obium(35) 
and tantalum carbon systems(36937), and in the latter system 
bý 
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intrinsic stacking faults have been reported at TaC0.75 
by Martin et al. 
( 25). 
Stacking faults have also recently 
been observed by Bell and Lezais(38) in vanadium and 
titanium mononitrides near to the phase boundary with the 
lower nitride phase. Hence it is probable that the 
mechanisms suggested here for the phase transformation from 
the cubic vanadium carbide to lower carbides with modified 
metal atom stacking sequences are applicable to all Group V 
transition metal carbides-and nitrides. 
............ 
4.5 The Intermediate Composition Range VC.. to VC o. 86' 
11.5.1 The Superlattice With Trigonal Symmetry 
As outlined in section 4.1 the alloys within this 
composition range were ordered and showed a domain structure 
and diffraction patterns similar to those reported by 
Venablos at al. 
(2) 
at VC0.84 The primary vanadium carbide 
patterns remained unaltered throughout the structure but a 
different superlattice pattern was associated with each 
separate domain. ' Al]. types of patterns reported by these 
workers were seen (fig. 4.5.1) together with some additional 
patterns in sections with <112> orientation which are 
discussed in a later section. Imaging in dark field with 
a number of different reflections allows all the domains to 
be identified with particular orientations of the super - 
lattice unit cell with respect to the parent lattice 
(fie. 4.5.2) 
. According to Variables et a1. 
(2) 
this arises 
because the t. c' direction of the trigonal unit cell of the 
superlattice (refer Chapter i) can be oriented in a number 
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of ways with respect to the parent lattice i. e. along the 
four possible <111> directions. The boundaries between 
domains were examined and found to be of the b- type(39) 
where the contrast arises from slight differences between 
the diffracting vectors in' both parts of the crystal. 
Consideration of the model of Venables et al. 
(2)-for 
the 
superstructure of V6C5 (see Chapter 1) indicates a number 
of possible anti-phase vectors: Pi. g. 4"5.3(a) shows 
schematically the carbon atom and vacancy positions in a 
partially filled carbon atom layer on a 11111 plane (or 
basal plane) of perfectly ordered V6C5. Possible anti- 
.1 
phase vectors associated with translations within this 
basal plane by a vector equal to the . carbon-carbon atoni 
distance are shown in the diagram. In addition to this 
set of vectors further displacements are possible by 
similar translations between adjacent carbon-carbon atom 
layers as indicated schematically in fig.. 4.5.3(b). These 
will be referred to as a non-basal sot of fault vectors. 
An analysis of the visibility criteria for these 
two sets of anti-phase vectors is presented in Table 14.5.1 
for a (111) basal plane of the superlattice and a number of 
possible operating reflections. The A. P. f9s associated with 
these fault vectors as' expected, show 'n"o contrast for normal 
parent lattice reflections c. g. 11.3., 220 etc. 
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TA BI, I{: lt, 1, 
Operating Phäse angle o( 
, Reflections R 
(basal set) R (non-basal set 
a_ 
2 [110] 
It _ 2 [101 ] 
a 
1 [01_1 ] 
a 
", 7,7 [10 
a 
2 [110] 
a 
2 [011] 
111 0 0 0 Tr Tr 
111 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 2 -R- _2 Tr 
2v 0 -2 7r 
3 270 -3 3 3 3 3 
7 311 0 0 0 
"TT T. 7r 
311 
4 Tr 
-3 
t4 
-3 
ý 0 
z _rr 
-3 
'7r 
-3 
7r 3 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Distinction between a basal and non-basal set 
of anti-phase vectors can be made by examination in 
suitable 22 zf and 
jj0 reflections, when no contrast 
should be obtained in all reflections of the type Z22 
for the basal set, or in a particular s0 for the non- 
basal set. In addition to the vectors listed in this table, 
two further sets composed of R vectors of the type 
a16 <112> 
are possible (one set is shown in fig. 4-5-1). However, as 
in the case previously considered for possible anti-phase 
vectors in the V8C7 superlattice (section ti. 3), these give 
contrast with matrix reflections since they represent 
stacking faults in the vanadium sublattice, and because this 
type of contrast behaviour is not obtained, they will not 
be considered fiartlher. 
.7 
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The large amount of substructure present caused 
elongation of diffraction spots in reciprocal space, which 
complicated analysis of diffraction data. The substructure 
is mainly composed of large numbers of closely spaced faults 
whose number is considerably reduced by annealing at elevated 
temperatures, (above 800°C), which enables the faults to be 
analysed. The annealing confers the additional benefit of 
removing effects due to prior heat treatment and cooling 
rate varia ti-ons 
Two types of A. P. B'can be distinguished: very 
straight boundaries which are usually closely spaced and 
present in large numbers, and irregularly shaped boundaries 
which are much less frequent. The straight A. P. BTs can be 
identified with the basal plane fault vectors following 
Table 4.5.1, by examination-with suitable f2I super- 
lattice reflections. Thus fig. 4.5.4 shows both types of 
A. P. B's in an ordered domain of V6C5 with an extinction for 
the straight A. P. B's occurring with a11z operating 
reflection (fig. 4.5.4 (a), and extinction of the irregular 
boundary with a particular 130 reflection (fig. 4.5. L(b)), 
The irregular A. P. B's can therefore be associated with the 
non-basal set of anti-phase vectors. The irregular type 
of A. P. B are thought to form during the growth of the 
ordered domains from the disordered matrix when the domain 
interface crosses a dislocation present in the disordered 
structure which has a component of its Burgers vector not 
lying in the basal plane. They could also possibly occur 
by the impingement of two growing ordered regions which 
have the same orientation of c-axis and a carbon atom 
.y 
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arrangement relatively displaced as shown in fig. l. 5.3(b). 
The extremely large numbers, 'close proximity and accurate 
alignment of the straight A. P. B's precludes their formation 
by this means. The diffraction patterns formed by such 
faulted structures are highly streaked, but they show a 
constant direction, of streaking indicating that growth 
accidents are not responsible for fault formation. Fig. 4. 
_5.5. 
shows an example of the basal plane faults in a VC 0.84 alloy 
annealed for 100 hours at 800°C. In certain regions the 
straight A. P. B's are seen to be cross linked. The irregular 
type usually completely traverse a superlattice domain or 
terminate on grown-in dislocations within the domain interior, 
(fig. 4.5.6). 
The differences in contrast within the domains in 
sections with 110 orientation (fig. 1+. 5.2) can now be 
explained in terms of the two types of fault vector. Basal 
Planes either lie parallel to the electron beam, allowing 
resolution of the fine structure or at 55 to it when they 
show a mottled form of contrast. Dark field images with a 
2z ?- operating reflection show mainly uniform contrast in 
those domains with the basal plane parallel to the beam since 
g. R is zero for the basal vectors, but some irregular A. 4?. ßfs 
do show contrast (see fig. /4.5.2(b)) since g. R is non zero 
for these faults. If the operating reflection is j10 the 
domains with basal planes at 550 to the electron beam show 
contrast but in this case G. R is usually non zero for both 
types of faults and the mottled contrast shown in fig. l+. 5.2(c 
is obtained. 
The numbers of the irregular types of faults are 
substantially less than those of the straight type and hence 
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the substructure within the domains is largely composed-of 
faults whose anti-phase vectors lie in the basal plane of 
the superlattice unit cell. This is also indicated by the 
corresponding diffraction patterns which show streaking in 
(111> directions indicating thin faulted regions on 11111 
planes, or on the basal plane of the superlattice. . 
4.5.2 Dislocation in Ordered V6C5 
As discussed in section 4.3. $ dislocations can 
move through ordered structures in pairs, the region between 
them constituting an anti-phase region. Such arrangements 
are seen occasionally in sub-grain boundaries fig. 4E. 5.7 or 
attached to'grown-in dislocations within the ordered domains 
(e. g. see A in fig. 4.5.7). This latter *type are the non- 
basal A. P. D's discussed above. No dislocations can be seen 
associated with the straight A. P. f1s. The majority of the 
dislocations seen in the alloys were not associated with 
obvious A. P. B. as outlined above indicating that the super- 
lattice paired dislocations were very closely spaced. These 
references are to dislocations having a non-basal component 
of T3urgers vector because the presence of such large numbers of 
A. P. D'sln. rallelto the basal plane rendered any analysis of 
such structure extremely difficult. 
Large numbers of dislocations were occasionally 
seen in heat treated alloys which had presumably formed 
during the deformation produced by the heating and cooling 
e. g. fig. 1.5.8 shows dislocation loops, dipoles and tangles 
in a VC 0.84 alloy heated 
in 1800°C and cooled. rapidly. Few 
dislocation-pairs could be resolved and the ease with which 
thor cross domain boundaries indicates that they were formed 
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above the ordering temperature. This type of dislocation 
structure has been previously reported in TiCannealed 
at high temperatures which has a disordered NaCl structure. 
Both the number and arrangement of the dislocations varied 
with carbon content. Within this, composition range dis - 
locations were more common than in the higher carbon content 
(V8C7) alloys, or in the lower carbon alloys (< VC 0-75) 
where they were mostly of the Shockley partial type and 
associated with stacking faults. Dislocations often acted 
as favoured sites for domain nucleation. 
The recently developed weak beam technique of 
(Cockayne et al. 
1ýCý 
was used in an attempt to resolve super- 
lattice dislocation pairs, and to examine dislocation 
arrangements in highly complex microstructures. This tech- 
nique relies on examination. of the crystal set at. an 
orientation a long way from a Bragg reflecting conäition 
(i. e. 
ISgI 
, 
the deviation parameter in very large) when 
the beam is only weakly excited in the crystal and the 
intensity of the image is very low. However, along a 
dislocation line the regions of high strain close to the 
core can bond the lattice planes into the reflecting 
condition. The image produced at such a dislocation has a 
relatively strong narrow peak, which allows individual 
images of closely spaced dislocations' to be seen. 
Fig. 4.5.9 shows' the advantage of this technique 
for examining ordered alloys containing complex structures 
including domain-boundaries, planer defects, and dislocations. 
The weak beam micrograph was taken in the 200 reflection 
with the 600 reflection satisfied (this row of systematic. 
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reflections contains no superlattice reflections so no 
complications can arise from A. P. B. contrast), and isolates 
the contrast due to the dislocations. The normal two-beam 
bright field image showing the complex structure is included 
for comparison purposes. The clarity of the weak beam 
dislocation image compared to the highly strained contrast 
normally produced'in the two-beam bright field image is 
clearly demonstrated in the further micrographs in fig. l+. 5.9, 
but the paired dislocations are still unresolved. This 
work was not continued because a high resolution specimen 
stage for the electron-microscope with a suitable tilting 
attachment was not available. 
14.5.3 A Superlattice With Monoclinic Symmetry 
Diffraction patterns from alloys within this,, 
composition range contained additional spots in certain- 
reciprocal lattice sections which were not consistent with 
the proposed trigonal V6C5 superlattice. Thus fig. 4.5.10 
shows such a pattern with a 
<112> direction parallel to 
the electron beam; in a VC 0.84 alloy annealed at 
800°C. The 
112 reciprocal lattice sections for trigonal V6C5 are shown 
in fig. 4.5.1 for comparison. Examination of all other 
highly symmetric reciprocal lattice sections failed to reveal 
any additional spots not accounted for by the trigonal 
structure. However, in certain 110 reciprocal lattice 
sections, regions of crystal were examined which were 
associated with diffraction patterns showing; no superlattice 
spots i. e. apparently disordered regions. Tilting the foil 
and examining such regions in other orientations showed 
that they were ordered, and tilting, to a 112 Section showed 
lo VC0. tF alloy ar on l cal 1.00 hrs. at ßcýcý 
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that they were associated with the type- of pattern shown in 
fi. g. 4-5-10- Twin forms of this Pattern were sometimes 
obtained in adjacent regions of crystal (fig. 'E. 5. ll). 
The trigonal structure of V6C5 is formed by 
ordering of carbon vacancies on alternate 11.1l1 layers 
in such a way that the vanadium atoms have one carbon 
vacancy in the nearest neighbour. onvironment. The precise 
details of the vacancy arran-orient were postulated to 
account for the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of this 
compound(2) which indicated that all the vanzcii_ium atoms 
were on sites which have one carbon vacancy in the nearest 
neighbour shell. The vacancy arrangement in the perfectly 
ordered trigonal V6C5 compound as shdwn in fig. 1.5, forms 
a spiral arrangement around the c- axis of the trigonal 
unit cell in successive layers. If however 
(as shown in 
fig. 4+. 5.12) a translation in the basal plane occurs in 
every third carbon atom ] ayer containing vacancies 
(by the 
vector 'C shown in the diagram) , then the symmetry of the 
structure is altered. Moreover the vanadium atom co-ord- 
ination is unchanged by such a process i.. e. each vanadium 
sti]1 has one carbon vacancy in its nearest neighbour 
environment, and therefore such an arrangerent is still in 
aCreemerit with the N. M. R. structural work. 
-The structure arising from such a shearing process 
is outlined in fig. 1E. 5.12 and although it is closely 
related to the trigorial structure refer also to fig. 1+. 5.3 
it has monoclinic symmetry. Thus a comparison of the 
strtlctures shows timt within the layers they arc identical, 
and it is only In the positioning of the third vacancy 
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containing carbon layer that the structures differ. 
Structure factors were calculated for the proposed 
atom distribution using the computer programme used by 
Venables(41) for the trigonal structure. This enabled 
reciprocal lattice sections to be constructed, which gave 
patterns in 112 sections similar to those observed in 
fics. 1E. 5.1O and ). 5.11. Patterns similar to those in 
fig. 4.5"l, and also a 110 section having no super- 
lattice spots i. e. a disordered pattern, were also obtained. 
No pattern similar to the highly symmetric (iii) foil 
pattern Ids (fig. 4.5.1)t was however obtained. The 
existence of a monoclinic ordered structure was strongly 
indicated by the diffraction evidence combined with the 
suggested structural translation. However some additional 
spots not indicated by the structure factor calculations 
(of either structure), nor easily explicable in terms of 
double diffraction were obtained in certain 112 sections 
(cf fi. gs. 4.5.1 and 14.5.10). These spots may arise due to 
slight variations of order within the close packed layers. 
The trigonal structure was proposed to account for the 
threefold symmetric '111 diffraction pattern combined with 
the N. M. R. results, but both., the N. N. R. results and all 
diffraction patterns oxcept (iii) 'd' in fig. ß+. Z. 1 are 
explicable in terms of the monoclinic si-ructure. Moreover, 
comparison of the carbon atom and vacancy distribution in 
fir. 4E. 5.12 for the monoclinic, . and 
fie. 4.5.3 for the 
trigonal structures, shows that the analysis of possible 
A. P. 13's presentod in section 14.5.1 is cgiually applicable to 
both structures. Thus both structures can contain basal 
and non-basal Faults as disci ssedl narlior.. 
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4.5.4 A Long Period Superlattice 
Annealing led to both a reduction and rearrange- 
ment of the A. P. B's present as substructure in these alloys. 
In certain compositions and temperature ranges, alignment 
of the A. P. D. in a particular direction occurred in certain 
regions of the crystal resulting in the formation of a long. 
period superlattice. Thus fig. 4.5.13 shows such a periodic 
array of A. P. D within a region corresponding to a particular 
orientation of superlattice in a VCO. 85 alloy annealed for 
100 hours at 10700C. The A. P. D. are aligned parallel to 
1110) planes with respect to f. c. c. indices or 11 210) 
planes referred to the hexagonal indices (for V6C5 structure) 
i. e. the direction of the superperiod corresponds to the 
direction of nearest neighbour carbon -carbon atom 
separation in the basal plane of the superlattico. 
Regular spaced interfaces inclined with respect 
to the foil surface can give rise to regularly spaced 
striations, but preclude the measurement of the fault 
spacings. The real spacing between fault planes can only be 
determined by tilting the specimen until the fault planes 
are edge on, when the spacing can be deduced from the 
diffraction pattern. 
The superperiod of the structure cantth measured 
from fig. 4.5.13 as approximately 5OAt which agrees closely 
with the calculated periodicity from the separation of the 
split spots in the corresponding diffraction pattern which 
is also shown in fig. 1+. 5.13. The micrograph was taken in 
bright field with the small spots on either side of the 
main beam included in the objective aperture e. g. A in 
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fig. 4.5.13. This technique has been used by Sato and 
Toth as well as the more usual technique of taking 
beam tilted dark field micrographs using the split spots 
e. g. D in fig. 4.5.13. 
A number of samples close to the VCCý8r com - 
position contained such structures after heat treatments 
in this temperature region, but no-. -: such structure could 
be 
resolved at lower carbon content e. g.. VC o. 81 and VC 0-75' 
although splitting of the spots occurred in the diffraction 
patterns. Examinat-ion of the VC 0.85 alloy 
following an 
800°C treatment indicated an intermediate type of structure 
(fig. 11.5.1/i); This showed a structure, composed of A. P. BtS 
whose vectors lie within the basal plane, made up of A. P. PIs 
lying phrallel to 11111 planes, and in addition a number 
of boundaries lying approximately parallel to 11101 planes 
as seen in the long period superlattice. When these latter 
boundaries make up the long period superlattice they are 
extremely closely spaced and strictly parallel. A regular 
arrangement of A. P. u's producing an extra periodicity in the 
lattice has been referred to as a long period superlattice(42) 
or a shear structure 
(43)0 
A shear structure has been described in Chapter 1, . 
and results in the division of a parent structure into 
slabs or blocks by sets of crystallographic shear planes. 
Considerable confusion exists in the literature in the 
terminology used in characterising fault planes and A. P. B's, 
and Hyde and ßursill. 
(44) 
recently tried to clarify the 
situation by suggesting that fault planes with slip vectors 
parallel to the plane be called anti. -phase boundaries (A. P. B. ). 
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and fault planes with slip vectors inclined to the fault 
planes crystallographic shear planes (CS). No compositional 
changes are associated with the first type of fault but 
they may be associated with the latter. Crystallographic 
shear planes have been seen in non-stoichiometric rutile 
TiOZ( 
5'. ) 
and Cambini at al. 
( 7) have recently reported 
a long period structure in vanadium oxide (3 wt. % oxygen). 
A structure with regular A. P. B's that are not strictly 
parallel has been reported in TiC(48) near to the lower 
phase boundary limit of TiCp,, 5. 
A long period superlattice is characterised by 
anti-phase domains of a definite size thus creating an 
extra periodicity in the lattice by their formation. They 
are equilibrium structures, and are found mostly in f. c. c. 
alloys having compositions around AB or A3B. A one - 
dimensional long period structure means that the superperiod" 
exists only in one direction in one particular region of 
the crystal. Such superstructures have now been found 
over a wide range of compositions in the Cu-Au 
(49'S° 
system. 
The best known of these is the Cu-Au II structure in which 
the anti-phase domain boundaries occur regularly at intervals 
of five unit cells along one cube edge, thus forming -+t one. ,. 
dimensional long period superlattice with periodicity ten 
unit cells. Many such structures are now known to occur 
especially in metallic systems containing noble metal' 
constituents 
(51). 
The stability of such structures is 
mainly associated with the A. P. B's producing a decreased 
electron energy in the system by producing aa Fermi surface 
contacting the i3rillouin zone boundary. 
ýr 
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11 
The present superlattice forms with A. P. B s strictly 
parallel to 11101 planes and such a structure is a shear 
structure formed in the manner indicated in fig. 4.5.15'by 
the translation indicated across a 11101 boundary plane. 
This leads to a changed co-ordination in the, boundary region 
which in the case shown has a lower carbon content corres- 
ponding to V4C3 instead of V6C5a As the number and 
proximity of these planes increases the composition becomes 
more and more carbon deficient. Calculation shows that in 
the present case the composition within such a region is 
modified from approximately VCCo83 to VC0.82 which is close 
to the limit of detection by the chemical analysis technique 
used. No analysis changes were detected. 
4.5-5 Structural Variation With Composition And Temperature 
The long range ordered domain size was found to be 
strongly dependent on composition, increasing with carbon 
content from approximately 0,1 Pm at VC 0-75 tol-3pm. at VC 0. 
Grain and sub-Grain boundaries are found to be preferential' 
sites for domain formation. With the smaller domain sizes 
it was difficult to obtain a uniform electropolished surface 
because of preferential attack at the domain boundaries, 
These lower carbon alloys (0/v-10.8) were also difficult toI 
analyse because the domain sizes were too small to-allow 
single domain orientations to be examined. These alloys 
were however useful in studying the early stages of the 
ordering process which will be described in a later section 
(11.5.6). 
At all compositions where the domain size was large 
enough to permit careful examination of internal 
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structure a JarCe amount of substructure was present within 
the ordered domains. This mainly consisted of A. P. B's lying 
within the basal planes of the superlattice unit cell of 
sufficient density to cause profuse streaking in the 
diffraction patterns. The density of these faults was 
continuously reduced by annealing at temperatures above 300°C, 
but even following extensive anneals at temperatures near to 
the order-disorder temperature (1200°C) suiue faults were 
still present. The lone period superstructure was sear, in 
a number of alloys close to the VC081, composition annealed 
in the temperature range 10000 to 10700C. There was ? 1so 
some evidence for its formation at lower carbon compositions. 
It appeared to be destroyed by A. P. D. re-arrangement at lower 
temperatures. 
Diffraction patterns in 112 sections showing 
both trigonal and monoclinic forms of ordered structure'were 
obtained throughout the entire compositional range, often 
from closely associated regions. In addition, although large 
numbers of heat treated samples were examined, neither of 
these forms of order could be solely associated with a 
particular temperature region within the range studied 600 0 
to 1200°C. Thus it appeared that both ordered structures 
existed at all-temperatures throughout the composition range. 
Examination of the 'as grown' and low temperature annealed 
samples had shown duplex structures similar in appearance to- 
two-phase microstructures. No separate regions were 
obtained however that were large enough to show only tho 
unique 112 monoclinic diffraction pattern. The samples 
annealed at higher temperatures (ý>800° C) did contain distinct 
- 110 - 
regions Giving only this type of diffraction pattern..; They 
could be isolated within a region corresponding to one 
particular orientation of the superlattice. Thus fiü. 4.5.16 
shows such a domain in VCO. $! } annealed at 
1070°Ct and the: 
corresponding dark field micrographs are taken with super- 
lattice spots associated only with the monoclinic (fig. a) 
or the triConal (fig. b) superlattice diffraction pattern. 
Thus it appears that the two forms of order can co-exist in 
a cJ.? saly related manner throughout the crystal. The two 
3' forms of ordered V6C5 are structurally very closely related, 
and -probably have similar energies of formation since one 
can form from the other by a simple shearing process. Thus 
it is expected that duplex structures containing both forms 
of order can easily be produced. The very high incidence 
of basal plane faults in both structures indicates a very 
low fault energy. Thus as normally produced VCC. 8 
(V6C5 
or closely related compositions, are composed of highly 
faulted structures containing both the trigonal and mono- 
clinic forms of carbon vacancy arrangement. Unless Spec- 
ifically stated in the text subsequent references to-the, 
V6C5 structure will refer to both types of order. 
The destruction of the long period superlattice at 
lower temperatures mainly seems to occur by movemont of the 
A. P. R's in a direction perpendicular to that of the periodic 
direction (see fiG. 4.5; ). Diffusion of carbon atoms is 
the most likely mechanism to bring about this structural 
re-organisation since no dislocations can be associated 
with the traili_nG A. P. D's. 
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4.5.6 Nucleation Of Long Range Ordered Phases 
C 
The early stages of the long range ordering process 
were clearly observed in the lower carbon alloys VC 0.75 
to VC 0.78 by a series of annealing experiments. Alloys of 
the same composition were examined-in the fully ordered, 
partially ordered, and S-state conditions by successively 
raising the temperature of the annealing treatment. Each 
alloy was annealed for periods of 50 to 200 hours and then 
rapidly cooled in an attempt to examine near equilibrium 
structures. 
A partially transformed alloy, VC 0.78 annealed at 
1000°C, is shown in fig. 4.5.17 to consist of a lenticular- 
shaped ordered region, composed of a number of long range 
ordered domains, formed within the S-state matrix. The 
diffraction patterns from the ordered regions and the matrix 
are also shown in fig. 4.5.17. The matrix pattern consisted 
of diffuse bands discussed elsewhere (section 4.4) and the 
lenticular regions gave superlattice spots consistent with. 
the V6C5, structure. The boundaries between the ordered 
domains are clearly shown as 5 interfaces. Examination of 
these fringe profiles (fie. 4.5,17) clearly indicated that 
the-sense of the fringe asymmetry changed on moving from 
. one domain to the next. This, combined with examination of 
dark field micrographs taken with superlattice spots (fig. - 
4.5.18) indicated that the domains are twin related, 
Growth in this twin related mariner occurs as a 
means of reducing the interface strain caused by the trans- 
formation to a less symmetric structure. The situation 
shown schematically in fig. 11.5.19 shows the vanadium atom 
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positions on a 11101 plane. Long range atomic displace- 
ments at the interface of the Growing domains, during 
formation of the non-cubic phase causes the atom positions 
bounding domain A to be modified as shown. The distortion 
produced by the transformation can be reduced if the 
material twins along 
1110) planes (i. 'e. forming domain DI 
with a different c-axis) instead of continuing to grow 
with the fixed c-axis of domain A (atom positions dotted). 
The micrographs support sich a hypothesis and indicate that 
1llO1 is the twin composition plane. 
Direct evidence for the presence of elastic strain 
at the growing interface between ordered and S-state 
material is shown by the presence of elastic strain fields 
in fig. 4.5.20. The domain boundaries in this section are 
parallel to the electron beam and lie parallel to 
11101 
planes. This tendency for the boundaries to lie parallel tQ 
{110) planes is seen in the fully ordered structure, 
although other interface planes do commonly occur. 
Annealing at lower temperatures within the two 
phase regions results in an increasing. amount of transformation 
product and in the presence of many more nuclei. The- 
characteristic lenticular shape is retained but side 
branching is common, as illustrated in fig. 4.5.21 taken from 
VC0.78 annealed at 900°C. At this composition annealing at 
temperatures below 800°C resulted in a fully ordered alloy 
with small domain size, whereas a 1070°C treatment gave no 
long range order and diffuse bands in the diffraction 
patterns characteristic of the S-state material, 
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The diffraction patterns from the ordered regions 
are consistent with the trigonal V6C5 structure except for 
the formation of additional spots along the 220 reciprocal 
lattice vector as illustrated in fig. 11.5.22(a). In V6C5 
the superlattice spots form at one third spacings along this 
vector but neither of the spots shown here coincides with 
this position. The strongest spot does however form where 
the diffuse bands intersect the-vector. Dark field images 
formed with these spots indicate a fringe structure within 
the domains (fig. 4.5.22(b)). It is possible that these two 
spots are indicative of an extra periodic structure similar 
to the long period supcrlattice reported in section L+. 5.5 at 
higher carbon content, and if so the splitting of the spots 
0 
indicates that the period would be approximately 23A. It 
is unlikely that this spacing could be resolved using the 
large angle goniometer "tilt stages, and with such a small 
amount of transformed product. The fringe spacing observed 
in fig. 4.5.22(b) is likely to be a Noire effect due to 
overlying structures. 
An alloy of composition VC 0-75 consisted of S-state 
material both in the 'as-Grown' condition and following a 
number of'annealing experiments in the temperature interval 
7000 to 1200°C. However long range order was detected 
following annealing at 630°C for 340 hours. The diffraction 
patterns show long range order spots coincident with the 
diffuse bands fig. ). 5.23(a), which are associated with small 
long range ordered regions as shown by the dark field micro- 
graph (fig. 4.5.23(b) ). The average size of the ordered 
0 
regions after this treatment is 600A. This alloy VC 0r has . 7ý 
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the lowest carbon content of all alloys in which long range 
ordered V6C5 was detected. 
The relatively small domain size in all these 
alloys, even after extensive annealing treatments near to 
the ordering temperature, renders detailed examination of 
the structure much more difficult than at higher carbon 
contents. This is because single domain diffraction patterns 
are difficult to obtain and any tilting procedures become 
difficult. At these compositions however, it it possible 
to quench in the high temperature S-state which becomes 
increasingly difficult as the carbon content and ordering 
temperature increase. 
A possible explanation of the diffuse banding in 
the S-state material is that it, is due to a diffraction 
- effect from extremely small 
domain sizes. Very long 
annealing times resulted in the formation of diffraction 
spots as well as diffuse bands in the diffraction patterns 
from the VCC075 alloys and by using dark field images the 
small domains could be associated with these spots. No very 
small domains could however be seen by dark field imaging 
with only the diffuse bands. A difficulty arises as to 
whether the diffuse banding is characteristic of a non-random 
arrangement of vacancies at high temperature or is only a 
consequence of the presence of an extremely fine domain 
size formed during the quenching. In order to resolve 
this, quenching experiments were carried out using the 
hot-stage attachment to the electron microscope. An alloy 
of composition VC 0.73 whose 
diffraction pattern consisted 
only of cliffuse bands, was heated in situ in the electron 
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microscope, and the diffraction pattern observed at 
various temperatures. From observations of the order - 
disorder temperature of a number of other alloys of 
different composition (measurr(; d outside the microscope 
by annealing and quenching experiments) an ordering temp- 
erature below 700°C would be expected if. 'such an alloy 
did order. Thus annealing at temperatures well above 
this should remove the S-state if it is due to the presence 
of extremely small domains forced during the quench. The 
" alloy was heated slowly to 950 
°C and held at that temper- 
ature for an hour without any change taking place in the 
diffraction pattern i. e. the diffuse bands did not disappear. 
This result was also duplicated on a second specimen of 
slightly, different composition VC0-75. Thus it appears 
that the so called 'St-state is not due to the quenching 
treatment but-As a : table state in the system where the 
carbon vacancy arrangement is non-random. Moreover this 
state is stable at temperatures well above the order. - 
disorder temperature: 
At a composition of VC0-78 the strain set up when 
materi. a1 in the S-state transformed to a Iona range ordered 
phase manifested itself in two ways. Firstly elastic strain 
fields werd ýýZtup in the material around the transformed 
regio. Eis and secondly the domains formed in a twin related 
manner. When rauch larger domains are formed under these 
conditions the displacements cal. ised by the strain set up 
at the Crowing inter ace are too lame to be accommodated. 
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in this manner, and are relieved instead by the formation 
of interface dislocations. Large numbers of such dis - 
locations are seen in fig. 4.5.24 in an alloy of composition 
VCO. 81 annealed at 12000C for 100 hours. The structure 
consists of large ordered domains of V6C5 separated from 
regions showing darker mottled contrast by large numbers of 
interface dislocations. The darker mottled regions can be 
shown by suitable dark field imaging to consist of-small 
ordered domains of V6C, in a number of orientations 
(fig. 4.5.25). 
These regions are thought to be S-state material 
at 1200°C and fig. *4.5.. 24 enables a direct measurement of 
volume, fractions of long range ordered V6C5 and S-state' 
material existing in equilibrium at 1200°C to be made. 
During cooling the S-state material becomes supersaturated 
with respect to'the. ordered phase, and nucleation of this 
phase occurs resulting in the formation of a number of 
domains in different orientations. In addition the large 
ordered domains surrounding the supersaturated region 
provide an easy nucleation site for further ordered phase 
formation, and this can clearly be seen in fig. 4.5.26, 
where the advancement of the interface into the S-state . -. -- 
region is clearly defined by the A. P. Bts trailing the 
dislocations. 
Annealing the same alloy at 10700C. produced 
similar effects but the regions of small domain size were 
fewer in number and of smaller size. 
At these higher carbon compositions VC 0.81 to 
VC. 0-83 the domain size following high temperature anneals 
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was much larger than at VC 0.78 and appreciable amounts of 
substructure were noted (fig.. 4.5.26). The S-state structure 
could not be retained at this composition with the cooling 
rates used, in contrast to the VC 0.78 alloys. 
4.6 Co-Existence of Two Ordered Phases 
The present investigation has defined the com- 
position limits within the monocarbide phase field where 
the previously determined ordered structures are stable. 
Thus the cubic VeC. 7 phase exists from VC 0.87 to VC 0.90 
(described in section 4.3) and the trigonal and mönoclinic 
duplex phase structure based on the composition V6C5 from 
VC 0.75 to VC0.86 
(described in section 14.5. Certain alloys,. 
with compositions near to the, composition limits of these 
two phases viz VCo8 85 to VC0.87, were found to contain both 
the ordered cubic V8C7 and the duplex non-cubic ordered 
phases based'on the composition V6C5. 
The diffraction pattern, from such an alloy showing 
superlattice spots associated with both ordered structures 
is shown in fig. 4.6; 1. It is also possible to obtain 
patterns from regions associated with only one of the ordered 
phases by suitable positioning of the diffraction'aperturo' 
(e. g. fig. 14.6.1(b")and(c). ). Both the monoclinic and trigonal 
forms of V6C5 could be detected in some areas. The micro- 
structure from such a region has the appearance of a . 
two 
phase structure (fie. ! &. 6.2) and fringes are observed 
between the darker regions and the background. The fringes 
are b fringes which is consistent with the precipitation of 
a cubic phase in a non-cubic matrix. Dark field micrographs 
taken with particular superiattice refioctions(fig. 4.6.3) 
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enables identification of the darker regions as V8C7, and 
the remaining lighter regions as V6C5. Thus fig. 4.6.3(a) 
is taken with a 'V' (220) type reflection (with reference to 
the f. c. c. structure) which is present only in the V8C7 
superlattice, and fig. 4.6.3(b) with a3 (311) type 
reflection which is only associated with V6C5. No dis - 
ordered regions appear to be present. 
The V8C7 regions are preferentially nucleated on 
Ithe irregular wavy type of A. P. B. and on dislocdtionswithin 
the V6C5 matrix (fig. 4.6.4). Large portions of these 
wavy A. P. B. usually have a fault vector not, contained in 
the boundary, and arc associated with compositional changes, 
which make them ideal. nucleation sites for transformations 
involving compositional changes within an ordered system. 
Dislocations are 'preferred sites because the total strain 
energy of the system can be minimised if transformations 
involving strain, viz from non-cubic. V6C5.,. to cubic V8C7, 
occur at such sites. 
The V8C7 shows no tendency to form with a 
particular interface plane relationship with the matrix, 
and since no dislocations are visible at such interfaces 
they are likely to be coherent with respect to the vanadium 
sublatticeo 
. 
The reverse transformation in*which V6C5 structures 
precipitated from V8C7 was observed in an alloy of 
composition VC0.87. Diffraction patterns consistent with 
V$C7 reciprocal lattice sections were obtained from those 
alloys, but a number of additional low intensity spots were 
also present which could be indexed according to V6C5 
(1) 
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(fig. 4.6.5(a). The low intensity of these additional 
spots and their close proximity to the much stronger V8C7 
spots precluded positive correlation of their presence with 
V6C5 using dark field techniques. The bright field micro- 
structures was characterised by the presence of small 
particles of second phase often associated with A. P. B's 
(fig. 4.6gb)). 
Dark field examination with a V8C7 superlattice 
spot under almost, two beam conditions, gave images as 
shown in fig. 4.6.6(a) where the smaller particles appeared 
dark against a bright background (due to V8C7). Thus these 
darker regions are not associated with V8C7 and are most 
probably particles of V6C5. Enhanced contrast at the 
particles is shown in fig. 4.6.6(b) taken in dark field with 
a jlý (ill) reflection which is common to both the V8C7 and 
V6C5 superlattices. The strong contrast shown by the 
particles indicates that the diffraction pattern from the 
particles includes this spot, which is consistent with the 
particles being V6C5. This diffraction contrast behaviour, 
combined with the electron diffraction and chemical 
composition evidence strongly indicates that the particles 
are VGCS. 
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r, IRRPTrr, FIVE 
CORRELATION AND DISCUSSION OF PFTASE STRUCTUT; T'S 
5.1 The Vrtnacdiym-Carton Egiiil. ibriiim Diagram 
In the previous Chapter the phase structure 
existing at compositions throughout the vanadium mono- 
carbide phase field, and the effect of variations in temp- 
erature on the stability of the phases and of the defect 
structure contained within them, was discussed. During; 
this work the examination of the microstructure of a large 
number of samples of known composition, which had been heat 
treated at different tempera Lures and rapidly cooled, enabled 
a new phase diagram to be constructed within the composition 
range VCO- 7.0 
to_. VGO; 9p. __ 
The order-disorder transformation 
temperature was determined at a number Of' ompositions. Thus 
at high carbon contents it was determined by observing, the 
change in the anti-phase domain size 
(section 1+. 3), and at 
lower carbon contents by the retention of' the IS' state in 
partially ordered structures 
(section ! i. 5)' 
These results, presented in the phase diagram 
f'ý ý; $1 show 
how the nominally cubic (rocksalt) psi ie 
field of vanadium monocarbide is modified at low tomper- 
atures by the formation of two ordered compounds corresponding 
to compositions V8C7 and V6C5. Both structures exist over 
a ranee of composition, particularly V6C5 which exists 
between VC0. 
'75 and 
VCC*86. Within this wide homogeneity 
ra. nýe two forms of ordered structure occur, corr. Pspondinc 
to structures with trivonal and monoclinic symmetries 
(discussed in section The two forms of ordered 
structure co-exist throughout the entire homogenhity range 
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homogeneity range at all temperatures studied. The region 
of the diagram between the V6C5 and V8C7 phase fields has 
been t.. ntatively drawn showing eutectoid behaviour although 
no direct evidence for this was obtained. The positive 
identification of a two phase region at lower temperatures 
(section 4.6) containing both V6C5 and V8C7 phases, means 
that only two forms of diagrams are possible, one showing 
a eutectoid and the other a poritectoid reaction. In view 
of the small difference in the maximum ordering temperatures 
of these two phases, the eutectoid form is thought to be 
the most likely. The width of the two phase region ' between 
the ordered and disordered (or S-state) regions, was 
estimated by the variation in the amount of partially trans- 
forrlcd. 
-, 
(ordcrcd);,,, phase present in-, the microstructuro. a3 a 
function of temperature and composition. 
No additional ordered phases were detected at 
lower carbon contents e. g. VCC. 75(v4C3) contrary to what 
had been envisaged when the study was initiated. Some 
diffraction patterns. from alloys with carbon to vanadium 
atom ratios below 0.8 did indicate some possible variation 
fro:. v6Cr (section 4.5), but no new phase could be identified. 
The long period structure described in section 4.5 was 
mainly observed at compositions near to VC0.84 but evidence 
for its occurrence was obtained at other compositions and 
it is thought likely that it is present throughout this 
region as a means of accommodating compositional variations. 
rid. 5.1 is a considerable modification of 
published phase diagrams which show no modification to the 
cubic (rocksalt) phase field (see fig. 1.3 in Chapter 1), 
125 
and is believed to be one of the few studies where such 
a diagram has been constructed mainly from electron micro- 
scopo observations. The allied facilities of electron 
microscopy and electron diffraction provide a most powerful 
technique for-studies of this kind involving the examination 
of extremely small regions of differing crystal structure 
and/or orientation. Indeed no other-technique could Give 
such. detailed information concerning the structures of 
such alloys. Other advantages of this" method of study are: 
interactions between defects such as dislocations and 
particles can be observed, and estimates of the influence 
of such parameters as interface strain on trarisformations 
can be made. Dark field microscopy is an"essential feature 
of such work. 
It has been shown(' that at low temperature (below 
1200°C) the carbon vacancies in non-stoichiomotric vanadium 
monocarbide are never distributed in a random manner. Thus 
between VC 0.75 and 
VC0 90 long range order was detected in 
the carbon sublattice, and at lower carbon contents (VCC-70t0 
VC0.75) the S-state showed diffraction evidence for non-random 
arrangements. This result showed agreement with some earlier 
nuclear magnetic resonance studies by Froidevaux and Rossier(2) 
on anumber of alloy compositions within this region produced 
by sintering pressed powders. They found evidence for some 
form of carbon vacancy-order existing throughout the mono- 
carbide phase field, but did not ascribe any composition 
limits because the technique does not easily distinguish 
between long and short range order. ' 
It must be emphasized that although these ordered 
compounds have different structures (V8C7 is cubic whereas 
- 126 - 
V6C5 is triGonal or monoclinic) it is only the carbon sub- 
lattice that is changed,, the vanadium sublattice remains 
essentially unaltered throughout this entire region except 
for some small distortion. Thus only carbon, atoni displace- 
ments need be considered in any explanation of how trans- 
formations can occur. 
5.2., Formation Of Ordered Compounds 
At low temperatures, alloys within the monocarbide 
phase field of the vanadium-carbon system transform from 
disordered into ordergd structures. These transformations 
have been observed to take place by nucleation and growth 
processes. The reason for the formation of such ordered 
phases can be rationalised by consideration of the electronic 
structure of alloys. 
One electron calculations of the band structure have 
been made for TiC, TiN and TiO(3'4änd Give a density of states 
function with considerable band overlap (hence the full 
metallic character) in which the Fermi level lies well above 
the uppermost bonding state. Changes in structure or stoich- 
iometry that would decrease the occupa tion of states in the 
upper band, can therefore lower the free energy per atom of 
the compound. Perfect stoichiometry in TiN, Ti0 and vanadium 
carbide (but not in TIC) would involve electrons in anti- 
bonding btates, and therefore the internal energy can be 
lowered by reducing the_ population of the uppermost states, 
and the configurational entropy increased by leaving non-metal 
sites vacant. Thus the non-existence of stoichiometric 
vanadium carbide'and the existence of-carbon compositional 
deficiencies can be qualitatively explained. The maximum 
occupancy of the bonding states in'vanadium carbide 
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(the 3 d-states) has been shown by Lye(5) to occur when the 
carbon to metal atom ratio is close to 
5/6. 
Since these 
electronic interactions also cffect the cohesive energy, he 
has proposed that the most stable structure will also occur 
at this composition when all the vanadium atoms have five 
nearest neighbour carbon atoms. A composition corresponding 
to this carbon to metal atom ratio 
(i. e. V6C5) will not satisfy 
this condition however, if the vacant sites are randomly 
distributed. Thus ordering of the vacant sites in such a 
way that this condition is fulfilled, -is- believed to be. the 
driving'force for the formation of the V6C5 structure. The 
proposed equilibrium diagram 
(fig. 5.1) with the maximum - 
stability of the; ordered phase occurring near VCQ. 83 agrees 
tJith this hypothesis 
Similar reasoning could apply to the formation of 
ordered V8C7 where again a much higher proportion of vanadium 
sites with five nearest neighbour carbon atoms occurs 
if the 
vacant sites are ordered than if they are randomly arranged. 
The overall stability of t: ie phase is less in this case 
because some electrons must be present in anti-bonding 
d-states'at this composition i. e" VC 0.875' 
As the carbon content is lowered from VC 0.83 
the 
tendency for the vanadium to retain five nearest neighbour. 
carbon atoms is shown in that the structure remains ordered, 
but the driving force for ordering becomes less because not 
all bonding states can be occupied. The higher concentrations 
of, vacancies in these low carbon alloys allows Greater 
flexibility in their distribution hence resulting in a 
lessening in the driving force for long range order production. 
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This results in a suppression of the temperature at which 
ordering occurs, and above this temperature a retention of 
the S-state order only. 
The ideas of Parthe and Yvon(6) concerning possible 
stacking sequences and ordered arrangements in the transition 
metal carbideshave already been discussed in Chapter 1. 
However, some relevent points will be reconsidered in order 
to see how these ordered structures occur and how they are 
related to one another. 
In the case of metal stacking c, if all the 
octahedral sites are occupied, only one structure type is 
possible the NaCl (131) type. Most carbides however, including 
vanadium are carbon deficient, and at the present time four 
defect types are known(6)corresponding to formulae T8C7, T6C5 
and two forms of T2C, but others such as T3C2, or T8C5 are 
also considered possible. Within the composition limits 
, 
imposed by the vanadium carbon phase diagram it would appear 
that only V8C7, V6C5, and possibly V3C2 could occur. V3 C2 is 
of interest because it is the same structure type : ts V6C5 
i. e. c (C? ) and hence would show identical symmetry iii 
diffraction patterns. 
The V8C7 structure is the unusual case with respect 
to normal carbide behaviour, since it does not conform to 
the general rule that defects only occur in alternate carbon 
layers. Thus transformation of V8C7 to V6 C5 and vice versa 
requires movement of carbon vacancies. in all carbon layers. 
It is difficult for this to occur by crystailogrephic choar 
as- in the production of shear structures land the most likely 
mode of transformation is. diffusion of carbon atoms and 
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vacancies to give the necessary distribution of vacant sites. 
Shear of V8C7 by removal of a full (110} carbon atom plane 
however, could produce regions of V6C5 separated by reClons 
of different structure and composition. Diffusion of the 
vacancies in the intervening layers to these regions (so that 
vacancies are only present in alternate layers) results in 
the overall composition approaching that of V6C5, and the 
overall structure becoming a faulted V6C5 structure. Micro- 
structural observations on the other hand shows that V6C5 is 
formed in V8C7 at A. P. 1's which are regions associated with 
compositional variations, and it appears that the structure 
transforms by a nucleation and growth Process which is con- 
trolled by diffusion of the carbon atoms and vacancies. 
Similarly the V8C7 formation in V6C5 is associated with the 
type of anti-phase boundary whose vector does not lie in the 
plane of the boundary (irregular boundaries) i. e. those usually 
associated with a compositional change. Thus again the 
transformation occurs by a nucleation and growth process 
which is controlled by carbon diffusion. 
The ease of formation of an ordered structure in 
these alloys (the ordering cannot normally be suppresscd by 
rapid cooling) indicates that the driving force for the 
ordering reaction is large. In certain regions of the V6C5 
phase field however the formation of the long range ordered 
structure can be suppressed by rapid cooling (e/v = 0. %8). 
This agrees with Lye's ideas concerning the formation of 
the ordered phase and its stability variations with 
composition, - indicating that in this system the ordering is 
largely controlled by electronic considerations. 
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The alloys within the V6C5 phase field showed 
a duplex structure in addition to, the normal suporlattice 
domain structure. As outlined previously, this arose 
because of the ease with which transformations could 
take place by a simple shearing mechanism between the 
tri onal and monoclinic ordered structures. Doth regions 
" of the duplex structure were highly striated due to the 
presence of large numbers of planar faults parallel to 
the basal plane of the superlattices. 
These microstructures have a close resemblance to 
those produced by the massive transformation found in 
critical composition regions of alloys of copper with 
zinc, gallium, germanium etc. This type of reaction 
exhibits nucleation and growth rather than martensitic 
characteristics, and tales place by the transformation 
of solid solutions to produce material of the same com73- 
osition as that of the original phase. It has been shownOtO 
that transformed Cu-Ga alloys consisted of -k fine lamellar 
structure of h. c. p. Ir h. c. p. plus f. c. c, phases, and the 
adjoining plates were frequently twisted with respect to 
one another alone the close packed planes of mutual contact. 
In the striated regions the (iii) f. c. c. plane is parallel 
to the (ooo1_1_rm_ plane, and the close packed directions of 
the two phases are also parallel (this is identical to the 
situation occurring in' the, vanadium carbon alloys). The 
observed duplex structure is formed by whole groups of 
plates or blocks growing together during growth of the 
massive phase and this Gives rise to the sub-structure. 
k 
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5; 3 Structure Above The Critical Temperature 
The S-state which is characterised by a non-random 
arrangement of carbon vacancies is found in alloys with low 
carbon contents (VC 0-70 to VC0.75) at all temperatures 
investigated (600 to 12000C). This gives rise to 
characteristic diffuse bands in the diffraction patterns, 
the positions of which are closely related to the long range 
, order spots 
occurring at higher carbon contents. It is 
likely that this state is also present at temperatures above 
the order-disorder temperatures for all compositions 
throughout the monocarbide range. Its detection is not 
possible in the higher carbon alloys because of the extremely 
rapid formation of the long range ordered structures 
following cooling through the transition temperature. 
However at compositions corresponding to 
c/v < 0.8 the 
S-state appears tobe stable at temperatures above the 
disordering temperature, because it is retained in rapidly 
cooled microstructures. Conclusive proof of this hypothesis 
would require examination of the structures in the electron 
microscope at higher temperatures than is possible with 
the present 'hot stage' attachment. 
The formation of diffuse spots in diffraction 
patterns die to short range ordering; has been widely reported 
f (). a. in many systems including T iC' 9) N'0 0( '0) and' An3I-In . 
Diffuse banding, similar to that seen in the present 
experiment, has not been reported in the literature but has 
(ý1 
been seen in VC-TiC alloys 
lý 
and in vanadium nitride('--) 
at correspondingly similar compositions near to the lower 
nitride phase boundary. Although the exact wavy form of 
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the banding cannot be explained it must be indicative of 
non-randomness in the carbon atom distribution. At slightly 
higher carbon contents, where a stable long range ordered 
structure exists, the diffuse bands co-exist with long range 
order spots, and one possibility is that the bands are 
composed of large numbers of diffuse spots due to the 
presence of a large number of very small domains in a 
number of different orientations. Although small bug 
range ordered domains could be identified in the structure 
when these diffraction spots were present, (by the use of 
dark field imaging), no regions of enhanced contrast could 
be seen in dark field im. ges formed from the most i. nten , ca 
regions of the bands. Thus if the bands are caused by 
small long range ordered regions, these regions are extremely 
small. 
The short range ordered state is usually considered 
by arisinG frone either: 
(i) a statistical non-random distribution of atom pair 
1 
probabilities which is usually expressed 
1) in terms" 
of the harren parameter ai which measures the 
probability of finding an A atom in the i-th 
co=ordination shell around a 13 atom in an alloy 
containin:, jL and I3 atoms 
(ii) the presence of microdorains where discrete regions 
or 'islands', having-one structure and composition, are 
dispersed in a-matrix of another structure and' 
composition 
(l' 
t 1'6 
Cowley(17) proposed, a modification to this second model 
whereby the alloy consisted of small domains of 'perfectly 
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ordered alloy separated by anti-phase boundaries. Thus 
splitting of the 
has been observed 
diffraction(im'. 
over distances of 
iiffuse short range ordered spots in CuAu3 
by electron diffraction(18) and X-ray 
These splittings correspond to correlations 
0 
approximately 30A in the disordered lattice. 
This disagrees with the statistical model where correlation 
of lattice site occupancy decreases rapidly with distance and 
is insignificant after a few unit cells. Thus the idea of 
nuclei of the ordered phase present in the equilibrium state 
of temperatures well above the ordering temperatures can be 
postulated. Warlimont'and 'Thomas(20I recently proposed a 
further variation whereby very small ordered particles 
0 
(of diameter 10 to 70A) exist in a disordered matrix. Their 
results were for iron aluminium alloys, but were also in 
agreement with work on Ni4No by Ruedl et al. 
(10) 
p and by 
Blackburn on Ti-Al 
(21). 
Nearly all studies of this type, including the, 
" present one, have involved quenching from above the critical. 
temperature when, it may not be possible to retain the short 
range ordered condition which might exist above the critical 
temperature. Thus high temperature electron diffra.. tinn and 
dark field imaging are required to completely investigate 
this condition. In the present experiment the bandinC. 
could arise from effects occurring during the cooling and 
not be indicative of the conditions existing at high 
temperature where the material might show normal disordered 
diffraction patterns. Thus the formation of a very large 
number of extremely small long, range ordered domains would 
cause diffuseness of the diffraction spots both by the 
-. 1-311 - 
nature of their small size and the strain set up in the 
matrix by their formation. These small regions could be 
present in the disordered matrix and be prevented fror 
further growth either because they are smal]. or than the 
critical nucleus size, or because they have an extremely 
low growth rate, due to the low driving force for the 
ordering reaction especially at the lower carbon comp- 
ositions. A further possibility is that nucleation is 
ti 
easy ^nd the structure consists of a complete assembly of 
" very small long range ordered domains which do not Grow 
because the driving force for growth, i. e. the possible 
reduction in interfacial energy, is very small. 
There have been a number of investigations where 
the-transformation from a fully ordered to a disordered 
structure may be quite progressive. Thus Okasaki(22)has 
shown that iron selonide becomes ordered through three 
successive stages each corresponding to a larger unit cell. 
Above 45POOC the PNIAs disordered state of Fei_ Se is stable, 
whereas. below 200C 'he vacancies are ordered so that the 
formula is Fe7Se8 and the lattice becomes triclinic. Between 
these two temperatures intermediate states of order occur. 
The present experiments are difficult to interpret 
in terms of either of the models since tue S-state seems to 
exist at temperatures well above the critical temperature, 
e. g. 1200°C at VC0-78, and also at compositions well below 
those associated with any long range order e. g. VC 0.72' 
The 
hot-stage experiments did however confirm that the S-state 
existed at elevated temperatures, and gras not merely a 
diffraction effect caused by rapid cooling into an ordered 
R ., ý-., ý. -, ý 
F 
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region. The close association of the position of the 
diffuse bands with lone range order spots present at 
higher carbon contents indicates a close relationship 
between the carbon atom positions in the two structures. 
The S-state is thus a form of order, which can exist at 
temperatures well above the long range order-disorder 
critical temperature, in which the carbon atom vacancies 
are arranged in a non-random manner closely related to 
their arrangement in the ordered structure occurring at 
lower temperature and/or higher carbon contents. The 
stability of the S-state at temperatures well above the 
order-disorder temperature, e. g. 1070°C for VC 0-75 which 
orders at approximately 630°C, means that the statistical 
non-random distribution of nearest neighbours model-does 
not adequately describe the state. Moreover the inability 
to obtain any dark field images associated with the diffuse 
bands indicates that if the microdomain theory is applic-,. 
able the small ordered regions must be extremely small. 
however, the latter model is favoured with the state 
consisting of a number of small ordered domains in a 
disordered matrix. The low driving force for ordering is 
likely to be responsible for the retention of the state 
both in the rapidly cooled microstructures near VC0.78) 
and in. the lower carbon containing alloys. 
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5.4 'T`ransfnrmsiti on To Lower Car. bides 
Stacking faults were observed in the cubic 
vanadium carbide at compositions near to the lower phase 
boundary with the hexagonal dicarbide phase i. e. in material 
showing S-state diffraction behaviour. These faults were 
analysed as being of the intrinsic type and were bounded by 
Shockley partial dislocations. At slightly lower carbon 
contents the i-phase which has a modified metal atom layer 
stacking sequence was identified although no composition or 
temperature limits could be assigned to its stability range. 
Consideration of the metal atom stacking sequence of the 
phase, and of the increase in stacking fault density with 
decreasing carbon content suggested that such stacking faults 
could provide. the nuclei for a transformation of the cubic 
carbide to the hexagonal V2C or 
c-phase occurring at- 
slightly lower carbon concentrations. The transformation 
involves a shear on every fourth 1111 vanadium atom layer 
for the ? -Phase and on alternate lavers for the V2C phase, 
such as is produced by tuºe glide of Shockley partial. 
dislocations of similar Burgers vector on these respective, 
layers. 
The ý -phase has also been detected in the NbC(23), 
(2h1) 
systems, where stacking faults were elso detected and TaC 
at TaC0-75 in alloys prepared by carburisation of thin layers 
of tantalum, In a recent st1_ldy of ý-phase in VC by Yvon and 
Parthe(25) the hexagonal V2C phase was always found in 
ti 
association with the c-phase. Since this was not confirmed 
in the present study it is likely tobe a consequence of 
their method of sample preparation, (hot pressing of powders) 
and not a pro requisite for the T -phase formation, Tiral]. dý2ýý 
-t 
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has observed similar large numbers of stacking faults 
in a matrix of vanadium mononitride showing diffuse banding 
near to the phase boundary criLi divanadium nitride, and it 
semis possible that the proposed transformation could be 
a general type for materials of this kind. 
5.5 Correlation With Mechanical Pronerti es 
As outlined in Chapter 1a large amount of early 
work. on the carbides used polycrystalline material of 
unspecified purity which was usually prepared by pressing 
and sintering. The only comprehensive deformation study 
on high purity single crysta1 materiel has been made by 
Iiollox 
(27) 
who studied the behaviour of three alloys. VC0-75' 
VCO. 84' 
(V6C5) e. nd VCC. $$ 
(V8C7) over a range of temperature. 
lie showed 
(see fig. 5.2) that the yield strength passed 
through a maximum as the carbon content was increased, the 
strength of VC0.814 being higher than that of either VC0.75 
or. VC0.88. This contrasted with work on the titanium 
carbide systeri 
(28) 
where the strength increased monotonically 
with increasing carbon content throughout*this composition 
range. He also plotted the dependence of the yield stress 
on temperature (see fig. 5.3) which indicated that the 
beh: -viour of the VCC. 84 and 7CC. 88 alloys was similar and 
differed from that of VC0075. The latter showed identical 
behaviour to the disordered tita: iium carbide alloys. He 
interpreted the differences in these results as indicating 
that VCC-,, S was disordered, viiereas VC..,,,, arid VC 0.88 Vere 
ordered and became. disordered at the temperature eorr espondinü 
to the onset of ductility in the alloys i. e. 12500C for 
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VCO. 81, and 1100°C for VC0.88. He used optical microscopical 
examination with polarised light to detect a change in 
domain size following a treatment at 1300°C which Cave 
close agreement with the measured transition temperature. 
This study has indicated that the transition 
temperature for VC0.84 and VCO. S8 are approximately 1300°C 
and 1100 
°C respectively (see fig. 5.1) which agrees closely 
with the observed temperatures for the onset of ductility. 
The `ETC 0.75 alloy 
becomes ordered at low temperatures (e 63cPc 
only after extensive annealing treatments, and the deform- 
atiolL ex-per. iments were not continued to low enough 
temperatures to say whether the onset or" ductility could be 
related to the order-disorder temperature at this comp- 
osition. The presence of some ductility down to temper- 
atures as low as 8000C in this alloy is however in accord 
with a much lower order-disorder temperature as is found 
by experiment. 
Fib;. 5.3 indicates that in the nrclered ', ].. l. evs VC 
and VC0.88 only one thermally activated process controls the 
deformation behaviour above the transition temperature, 
whereas in the disordered alloy VC 0-75 two 
different processes 
apply within different temperature rances. The latter 
behaviour is a a5. n similar to that shown by TiC where 
Williams 
(29 
measured the activation encrGy for deformation 
above the critical temperatures as 3.0 eV and below the 
critical temperature, where it was also dependent on carbon 
content, as between 1.7 and 2.3 eV. He could not correlate 
these values with the measured self diffusion activation 
energies. for titanium or carbon but did relate them to a 
value of 3.0 eV obtained for a pipe diffusion mechonism 
- 1.39 - 
l 
deduced by annealing dislocation dipoles 
29). 
11i_cl, temp- 
erature creep experiments 
(30) 
indicated an activation 
energy of between 5.0 and 7.0 which correlated well with 
the values reported for titanium self diffusion (S. 1 eV 
from layer growth 
(31) 
and 5.25 from dislocation annealing 
experiments 
(29) 
j. Thus at high temperatures the deformation 
appears to be controlled by metal vacancy diffusion, a 
result which is well established for metal systems. At 
lower temperatures there appca. L"s to be little correlation 
between the critical resolved shear stress and the self. 
diffusion coefficients. 
The behaviour of dislocations in this type of' 
strong material is dependent on the diffusive motion of 
atoms, because the atoms must move together iii order to 
preserve the structure during the motion of dislocations. 
This process known as synchro-shear and first postulated 
by Kronberg(32), has been used by Rowcliffe(33) to explain 
the deformation behaviour of transition metal carbides. 
Thus a single shear vector cannot be used to describe the 
unit of slip, the-process depending on the synochronous 
movement of metal and carbon atoms, which may involve the 
diffusion of carbon atoms into tetrahedral or octahedral 
sites. The motion of the dislocation is then thermally 
activatrd, and controlled by the ease of carbon diffusion. 
Thus the dislocation mobility should be increased by thermal 
fluctuations leading to a strongly temperature dependent 
yield stress, a result which has been obtained. Other 
processess-thit might be important at hiGh temperature e. g. 
debris formation, cross slip, dislocations interactions 
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are also likely to be influenced by the strong bindin 
in the solid. Measured carbon diffusion data at high 
temperatures > 1500°C gave activation energies of approx- 
imately 2.5 eV/atom(34) , and Venables(35 
) 
recently obtained 
similar values (2.7 eV) at much lower temperatures by 
studying the kinetics of re-ordering material that was 
disordered by electron irradiation. Carbon atom diffusion 
is therefore rapid at similar temperatures to those involved 
in the deformation experiments. This emphasizes that thn 
correlation between onset of ductility and onset of disorder 
is a valid one, and does not merely indicat^ that both 
processes are controlled by carbon atom diffusion and take 
place in the temperature range where this becomes rapid. 
Thus in a disordered structure carbon atom diffusion is 
sufficiently rapid at temperatures in the region of 800 - 
to 10000C for the syncliro-shear mechanism to operate and 
for the alloy to deform. This is the condition existing 
in VC 
0-75 
and explains its ductility down to 800°C, and 
ý 
the ductility of the other alloys at higher temperatures. 
At temperatures below the critical temperature 
where the structures were "ý"dered, VCQ. 84 and VCC. 88 would 
be expected to offer resistance to deformation because of 
the diffi. cul. Ly both in nucleating and moving dislocations 
through such structures. Dislocation motion is difficult 
because energy must be-supplied to create the A. P. ßts formed 
by the passage of dislocations, and in VC 0.84 in particular 
the presence of such a large amount of sub-structure causes 
additional strengthening dice to the interactions that can 
take place. 
11 
, ti 
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The results in fig's. 5.2 and 5.3 indicate that 
VC0.75 shows some ductility at 800äC and undergoes a change 
in deformation behaviour at approximately 10600C. Thp alloy, 
certainly at the lower temperature, would have a structure 
corresponding to the S-state and this. at 800°C might be 
expected to show some ductility (the temperature corresponds 
to 0.1E Tm for this lower melting point composition) by 
comparison with the other alloys which would have an ordered 
structure. It is possible that the change in mechanism near 
1060°C could be due to the change from the S-state to a 
completely disordered state. 
The increase in strength of VC 0.84 compared to the 
other compositions is Greatest at 12000C and decreases as 
the temperature is raised to ]500°C (fig. 5.2). The S-state 
is present at these compositions at elevated temperatures 
and it is likely that S-state behaviour is retained to 
higher temperatures at VC0.81t 1Which corresponds to the pea! -. 
in the long range ordering curve (fig. 5.1). This structure 
would be expected to cause strenCthen±nG relative to the dis- 
ordered structure because the dislocations would have to cut 
through or by-pass the S-state regions. Again this effect 
would be expected to be a maximum just above the order dis- 
order tempcrature and decrease with increasinc temperature 
which is the effect observed. 
Room temperature mi_crohardness which is an easily 
measurable property is often used to indicate the comparative 
high temperature deformation properties of materials on the 
simple concept that the hardest mnter"ials at room temperature 
are also the strongest at high temperature. This simple 
concept does not apply to the carbides where TiC has the 
hiGhest room temperature microharclness 
(3ý) (2800 Jzp/mjn2% 
- 1jFn 
but is weaker than VC of similar composition at high 
temperatures, which is surprising; also in view of its much 
higher melting point. This behaviour is obviously strongly 
affected by the ordering which takes place in the vanadium 
but not in the titanium carbon system. The effect of 
composition on the high temperature deformation behaviour 
of vanadium carbide is not indicated by room temperature 
microhardness measurements. Microhardness measured with a 
ICnoop indentor at 200 gm load "cried from 1800-2500 kg/mm2 
throughout the composition range VC 0.70 to VC 0.90. This 
contrasted with work in the other carbide systems where 
for titanium corbi. de the microhardness increased linearly 
with carbon content(37) (as did the high temperature 
strength) whereas for tantalum carbide 
(_38) 
either a peal. 
was obtained at intermediate composition, or the hardness 
decreased with increasing carbon contents(39). A recent 
report by iiollox(40) where he reports that VC 0-75' VC0.84 
and VCO088 all have hardness value closc to 2000 Ice/mist 
(2000 ± 200 1c0/xrm`) agrees with this work. Thus in a 
system where ordering occurs, room temperature microhardness 
does rot appear to Live any indication of hiCh temperature 
deformation properties whereas in disordered systems such 
as TiC useful indications can be obtained. In this context 
it is interesting to note that Hannin1. 
(Ill) 
has recently 
ohta! ned extremely high microhardness values of approximately 
4000 kg/r: ým2 in VCo. 84 which has been rapidly cooled through 
the order disorder temperature to produce an o. rdored alloy 
with an extremely fine domain size, Moreover he was able 
to obtain intermediate hardness values in. the range 2000 to 
- 141 
! ooo l: g/mm2 by varying the domain size by this quenching 
treatment. Similar extremely high hardness values of 
4_50nn kg/mm2 were reported recently by R. owcliffe and 
Warren 
(42) 
in tantalum carbide (TaCO. 8 
) produced by 
carburising thin sheets. The similarities in the' equi. i- 
ibrium diagrams of VC and TaC (see fig. 1.1) particularly 
the maxirn' m in the melting point near to the MC0 85 comp- 
ositicrxwhich is often indicative of ordering behaviour 
at lower temperature, indicates that a similar explanation 
for these extremely high hardness values could be possible. 
At the present time there has been no identification of 
ordered phases in tantalum carbide near this composition 
but the necessary electron or reutrondiffraction experiments 
have not yet been carried out. 
11 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS 
(1). An apparatus has been designed and constructed for 
the growth of single crystals of high melting point 
materials utilising a floating zone technique operating 
under a pressurised inert atmosphere. 
(2)' Vanadium carbide single crystals have been grown using 
this apparatus at a number of compositions throughout the 
monocarbide phase field. Polycrystalline samples were also 
produced at a number of lower carbon compositions. 
(3) Ordering of the non-stoichiometric carbon vacancies 
was detected throughout the entire cubic phase field of 
the vanadium carbon system from VC 0-70 to VC 0,, 90- The extent 
of the stability of the ordered compounds previously ident- 
ified by other workers at VC 0.84 
(v6c5) and VCC088 (V$Y C) 
was determined with respect to composition and temperature, 
Although no other long range ordered structures were 
detected at lower carbon contents (c/v <0.75) a OLaracter- 
jstic. form of non-random carbon atom distribution existed 
which was termed the S-state. 
(4) At high carbon contents the presence of the cubic 
superlatt'ice based on the ordered V8C7 compound, was 
confirmed between VC 0-87 and 
VC 
0.90 and up 
to a temperature 
of approximately 1100°C. The microstructure of such alloys 
consisted of an irregular foam structure of anti-phase 
domain boundaries of the typo 
all <110> 
(5) The S-state which was present at low carbon contents 
c/v < O. 75 and at other compositions at high temperature, 
was a structure characterised by diffuse bandinC in electron 
.. 14 8- 
diffraction patterns. It represents a stable state with 
carbon vacancy order intermediate between that 
in the long 
range ordered and disordered states, and 
is thought to 
consi3t of very small ordered regions in a disordered 
matrix. 
(6) The ordered V6C5 compound, previously identified at 
VCO. 'S41 was found to be stable over a wide range of comp- 
osition frort VC 0.75 
to VC0.86' The order disorder stemp- 
erature varied markedly with carbon content, decreasing 
from approximately 12 0°C at VCCsg5 to 630°C at JrC0.75' 
The ordered structure was observed to form by a nucleation 
and growth mechanism from an S-state matrix. 
ý7) Two forms of ordered V6CS were identified at comp- 
ositions throughout the V6C5 phase field. The previously 
observed trigonal structure was confirmed, but in addition 
a closely related superlattice with monoclinic symmetry 
was identified. One structure can form from the other by 
a simple shearing process and as normally Produced, alloys 
within this composition range have duplex structures 
containing both forms of order. 
(8) A domain structure forms on ordering, and within each 
domain ufere are large numbers of planar faults. These 
are reduced by annealing at high temperatures and are irlent- 
ified as faults parallel to the basal plane of the siufer- 
lattices with a 
a, 4 110) vector within this plane. Other 
faults with non-basal 
a'/4 <110Ovectors are less common and 
have an irregular form. 
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0 
ýý A long period super] atti. ce with 50A spacing is formed 
at high temperatur. es (= . 1070°C) 
in alloys near to the 
composition. VC0.811. This structure is a shear structure 
in which the A. P. BQ's are aligned parallel, to 11101plar. es. 
(10) At compositions between VC 0.84 and VCO. 87, alloys 
containing both the cubic V8C7 and the non-cubic V6C5 
superlattices are obtained. Dislocations and A. P. Dts are 
favoured sites for the transformation of one ordered phase 
to the other. 
(ii ) The c -phase, which has a complex 1.2 metal layer 
stacking sequence has been identified at VC0.65, and 
dislocation mechanism proposed for its formation, based 
on the observation of large intrinsic stacking faults at 
slightly higher carbon concentrations, 
(12) A new vanadium carbon equilibrium diagram has been 
constructed based on the results obtained in this study. 
it-shows the extent of non-stoichiometry in the crdered 
compounds and how this varies with respect to temperature 
and composition. 
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